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Ledger & Times
In Our 98th Year 15e Per top Volume 98 No. 276
ANOTHER VICTORY — Calloway County Varsity Speech Team members pose for a picture following a first piece
victory at Beflat County Saturday. The team victory marked the fifth consecutive for the Laker speech team this
season. Calloway County Speech team travels to Henry County High School, Paris, Tenn., for its next tournament
Dec. 9 and 10.
Calloway Speech Team Remains
Undefeated With Weekend Win
The Calloway County High School
Speech Team remains undefeated after
winning one of the most prestigious
tournaments inKenreeky 
Calloway captured the Bullitt Central
Invitational Saturday by compiling 339
sweepstakes points. LouisvilleAtherton
was second with 209 points. Trigg
Cp_uely was a close thi_s_d_with
points. Approximately 31 of the best
teams from Ohio and Kentucky corn-
Fifteen of the 22 Wren competing
qualified for final competition.
Memberi  winning first were: John
Brinkley-oratory; and Gail Tucker-
girl's extemporaneous speaking.
People receiving second place were:
Rick Cunningham-storytelling; Chuck
Williams-boys extemporaneous
speaking; John Brinkley-analysis of
Public address: Cringer- Mitcbeli-solo
4aCting; James Bibb-himioroui- -in--
terpretation.
Luana Colson and Sheila Darnell
received third place honors in duet
acting.
Others competing in the finals were:
Karen Edwards, Tammy Feltner, Kim
Kemp, Lesa Hoke, Meleah Paschall
and Ben Brumley. ,
,The debate team of Craig Redden and
Bruce McManus had a record of four
wins and two losses. In a close debate,
they -lost to the first place team of
LaRue County by three points.
The team, in winning the award, also
received a cempliment from the coach
of Bullitt Central and die head official
-of -the tournament.She-reeognieed-and
praised the effort made by Calloway in
order to win the tournament. As
-Murray Hi
Murray High School's Speech Team
took fourth place out of 31 schools in the
I Bullitt Central Speech Tournament this
• weekend. - • -
Twelve of nineteep students made it
to the final round including;
Debbie Geurin and Jennie Francis,
duet acting; Richard Simon and Kathy
May, duet acting; Laura Shinners,
dramatic interpretation; Debbie
Geurin, dramatic interpretation; Mary
Morris, humorous - interpretation;
Calls For 'Tough_ Pexiskn' From Israel
Callow`ay Coach Larry England
received -the first'place trophy, she
remarked, "Congratulations on win-
ning-firstrigWe..TheliNTRI
bit of it." The Laker Speech Team has
won all of the five tournaments it has
competed in this season. The team will
be shooting for its sixth straight victory
when it Loillyyte. nextatilenieeounty
High School, Paris, Tenn., on
'December 9 and 10.
gh Fourth
Terry Smith. extemporaneous
speaking; Delores Honchul, story
telling; Robyn Burke, solo acting; Mike
Pitts, proseinterpretatien. • • -
Others-participating were Lisa Lyon,
Ray Stewart, Renee Cochran, Heather
Kodrnan, Serena Sandness, Mark
Austin, Johnny Carruthers, Kimberly
Owens, Kent Harmon, and Pat
-Whitlow.
The team accompanied by June
Whitlow and Mark Etherton, speech
coach.
Sadat Stresses 'No Compromise'
JERUSALEM (AP) — President
Anwar Sadat appealed to Israel today
to "make very tough decisions" for
Arab-Israeli peace and said there could
be ..na compromise on the Arabs'
demand for the return of all territory
captured in the 1967 war.
Prime Menahem Begin, appearing at
a joint news conference with his
Egyptian guest, said he and Sadat
agreed there would be "no more war,
no more bloodshed, no more attacks
and collaboration to avoid any eveta_
which may lead to such tragic
developments."
Begin indicated that. the chief
achievement of Sadat's visit was the
start of a "serious direct dialogue ... not
only between Israel and Egypt but with
-all the other states."
"The key woi--ci is continuation," said
Begin. "We agreed we are going to
continue our dialogue, and ultimately
out of it will come peace."
Sadat said he was "deeply touched"
by the emotional reception he received
on the first public visit to Israel by an
Arab leader. Begin called it a
"momentous visit."
Sadat said the main aim of the two
countrieu-should be "no more war,
whatever happens to us."
Israeli newsmen at the conference
questioned both leaders repeatedly
-abeet-Satiate-faiinreine.tend to Begin.
the return invitation to Cairo Israel had
expected. The prime minister said he
understood why he hadn't been invited
"at this stage," and Sadat said, -We
have found we must postpone this issue
for the future."
"The other issue is the October 1973)
war should be the last war,- Sadat
continued.
•
Steps Down After 11 Years
Furgerson Resigns
By MIKE BRANDON -
Ledger & Times Staff Writer
It was almost like a movie. ,
Saturday afternoon in the sparkling,
warm sunshine et .1.1?est-crli .I(VAtitclt.Y
'University, Bill Furgerson was carried
off the field by his players after his
Murray State University football team
had taken a 21-13 win over the
Hilltoppers, the first MSU win at
Bowling Green since 1955.
Since Thursday, the rumors have
been running rampart that the- game
would be Furgerson's last.
Orr a Old 'MONO . afterkaall
exactly 12:09 -p.m., the rtitnors beciune
the truth as -the veteran Racer football
coed announCed liii resignatiiin, ef-
fectively immediately.
The irony of the occasion is the win
Saturday marked Furgerson's 60th and
tied him with Roy Stewart as having the
most wins by any MSU coach.
Furgerson's record at MSU is 60-51-4.
"-I have been working at Murray
State in the coaching capacity for 21
years. prior to that, I played here and
served as a graduate assistant one
year," said Furgerson, who maintained
his composure throughout the press
conference..
"You see, I'vespent some 26 years of
my life here in what I hope was a ser-
-Vice to the university," Furgerson told
the gathering of-reporters in the plush
Racer Room under Boy Stewart _
Stadium, -
As the press conference continued,
---srertwi*IPurgerson's players drifted
try to watch.
"We've tried to build a first-class
vogram with the type of people we felt
would represent Murray State well. I
--..tx_frrily believe eiir -program- is-
wwid basis and during this time, we
lave won some 60 games. That's im-
' ilartrait-tainix SibrAll" It des me With
(Ay old boss, Roy Stewart, for. the most
wins.
—"Allis is iniportant to me becauie it
does tie me with m_y old boss and friend,
Roy Stewart • - • • - - • ' Y
-During our tenure, we moved into




Board is expected to discuss financing
of the professional Office Building, now
under construction, and talk about
leasing commercial space for the
building, when the board meets
Tuesday, Nov. 22, at 7:15 p.m.
ALSO_on,,the agenda for the meeting,
according to a spokesman, is discussion
of hospital by-laws, and a propoAal to
rent a Zero Mammography Machine.
Schools To Dismiss
Earlier Wednesday
All Calloway County and Murray
-City Schools will dismiss one hour
earlier than their normal dismissal
dines on Wednesday afternoon,
November 23, prior to Thanksgiving
Holiday.
All schools will resume their
regular scheduled classes with
buses making their regular runs on
Monday, November 28, spokesmen
for the schools said:
„It
THE LAST HURRAH— PAW football coach Bill Furgerson is carried off the
field by his players after the 21-13-win over Western Kentucky Saturday.
Furgerson shakes hands with Western Kentucky football coach Jimmy Feit.
At a press conference today, ftirgerson announced-his resignation after 11
years as head coach at MSU. Staff Photo by Kevin Penick
you so very well know, we are in the
OltioNalley Conference, a very tough'
conference. In many cases, the
champion is determined by the bounce
of a ball or an injured player.
"During the last five years, the
coaching staff and I have finished
second twice; third twice and fourth
once. And I'm very proud of the quality
- der -players iuid I believe .the-
--lirogram is in good shape.
"I had a meeting with Dr. Marshall
Gordon (Vice President. of Services)
and President Curris and they ex-
--pressed the feelings _of-the Board of-.
- Regents that they felt very strongly we
should have won the conference
-chamPioriship and because the." -lied
made a total commitment to the
t901:001 prclgriunt thf.Y.J.Ot athem-
pionship-wasittorder.
"We have not been able to give them
a championship, and this I'm very -
sorry of. But, I must-say this: I firmly
believelhat we have the finest coaches -
at Murray you could find anywhere. I
want to publicly thank them for their
loyalty, for t;leir hard wo.rk., the Triply
hours they've Pitt in trying te give the
area .4and. the .university a _ sound
program. Gentlemen, I thank you so
very much for your great work.
"To the players, there has never been
a finer group of young men. The
association with the quality of folks we
have is part of the joy in being a coach.
They are truly student athletes. Wetted
two of our players and assistant
trainers named to Who's Who in
American Colleges and Universities.- - --
"To all of you fans, loyal members of
the Big M Club, I want to tell you how
much I appreciate your support.. You
have a super booster club that supports
the university and the athletic program
all the
"We have not been able to give you an
OVC Championship and it certainly is
very disappointing to us. As I said, the
beard - has eapre&Sed -a very-strong
feeling that we should have been able t5
accomplish this and they said I've had
enough time and they think there needs
to be a change: At this time, I am
resigning as the head football coach at
Murray State University.
"I have been assured that I will be
reassigned in some other capacity and
that I will be given an opportunity to
still serve the university. Gentlemen, I
don't think there's -any'question. In
anyone's min& as it was put in one of
the meetings, that my blood runs blue
and gold. And so whatever they chose,
I'm proud to serve the university the
best I can as I always have. To all of •
you, • I appreciate your great support
and it'sbeen a pleasure working with
you."
Furgerson then left the podium and
M. C. Garrott, the director of public
information at MSU, then took over and
asked if the press had questions.
.7.- Tbr-Iirst...questitaL-vertlinect to 7--
rest of the etaff, assistant coaches Carl
Oakley, Jere Stripling, Bill Hine and
Gab,- --Cr-um- No annewiCeMent was
miae on the-future of the four. - -
"The only thing that I know is whit-r-
aid I would encourage 'anyone who
takes the job to give a great deal of
consideration to retaining these fine
men. They do a great job on the field
and they are great -pntdic relations.
people," Furgerson said.
Furgerson said he has not yet thought
about the Possibility of coaching-2
anywhere else. "My primary concern is
See MSU COACH
Page 14, Column 5
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-cloudy and COOlei
Mostly cloudy and cooler with a
good chance of showers today,
temperatures in the 40s. Mostly
cloudy and cooler tonight, low in
•the low and mid 30s. Tuesday
cloudy and cool with a chance of
showers, high in the low 40s.
Bipartisan Committee Urges Panama Pact Support
By GENE McCUTCHEON
Murray Ledger & Times Editor
WASHINGTON — Support for
ratification of the new Panama Canal
treaty is growing, Vice -President
Walter Mondale told a bipartisan rally
of about 1,100 citizens here Friday.
"Public support is growing
dramatically in the American people as
they get to understand the treaty,"
Mondale told the Citizens Committee of
Americans for the 'Canal Treates
(COACT), which was holding an
organizationaLmeeting in the nation's
capital.
The delegates heard from an elite
•;group of
NEWS Washington politic-
ANALYSIS al figures which in;
**" ' ' eluded, in addition
to Mondale, former Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger, Sen Hugh Scott, Gov.
Averell liarrimon, Ambassador Sol
Linowitz and Secretary of the Navy W.
Graham Clayton, Jr. Later in the day,
at a special reception at the White
hope, .President Jimmy Carter alio
urged the COACT delegates te lend




Ambassador Linowitz told the
gathering that the time has come for
the U. S. to stop playing "big brother"
to the people of Panama. He urged that
the canal be turned over to that country
and said the safeguards written into the
treaties would assure the world that the
canal will continue to be operated with
fairness for all and in the most secure
manner possible.
Linowitz said that the U. S. will have
the capability and right, by treaty, to
maintain the neutrality and security of
the canal and that those rights will be
executed, if necessary.
1 Also Friday, Senate Majority Leader
4 Robert Byrd (D-W. VA.) indicated that
1 prOspects for the Senate ratifying thecanal treaty have improved but that atwo-thirds vote of approval remains a
-tough objective.
A key figure -in administration's
efforts to win Senate 'approval, Byrd
visited Panama last week with six other
senators for talks with Panallumian
leader Omar Torrijos.
Senate prospects were 'so bad
previously Byrd said the treaty would
be defeated if voted this year. Chances
were now improved, he told # newi .
conference, but ratification w.pu1d still
gleaned from the actual treaty
document. Those points on defense and
national security are , as supplied by
COACT, as follows:
- "The United States will have
primary responsibility for the Canal's
defense during the basic Treaty's term
(until the year 2000). Panama will
participate, and at the treaty's end our
military presence will cease.
— "A Status of Forces Agreement
similar to such agreements elsewhere
will cover the activities and presence of
our military forces.
— "The United States will continue
to have access to and the rights to use
all land and water areas and in-
stallations necessary for the defenseof
the Canal during the basic treaty
period.
— "In a seprate treaty Panama and
the United States will maintain in-
definitely a regime providing for the
permanent neutrality of the Canal
including non-diserinmetory access
and tolls • for merchant and naval
vessels of all nations.
- "United States and Panamanian
warships will be entitled to axpeditienii
- a rgEnellt--- and.supplied a - SeePAA/APAA:—.,'----Li.—
terargwnent with a list points they had -- • Page 14, Column 5
be "a pretty tought row to hoe."
He credited administration efforts to
explain the treaty and Torrijos'
assurances last week of more respect
for human rights in Panama for the
improvement.
Byrd, himself, appeared to be leaning
strongly toward ratification, but in-
sisted he still is undecided.
"I don't think this is a matter in
which I have to reach a hasty dee:slop,
and I don't intend to reach a hasty
decision," he said.
Byrd made clear a vote on the treaty
was not likely to come before February
and action might be delayed-longer if it
appeared the treaty could not get the 67
votes needed for ratification. -
But, he said, a point would be reached
where "we should expect to have :I got
at it."
Severe) U. S. Senators have indi( ated
opposition to the treaties because they
feel it does not go far enough in
assuring a U. S. right to defend the
canal and in giving U. S. warships
priority of passage in wartime.
But .,thari COACT Committee
spokesmen -Friday discounted that
SUPPORT TREVY RATIFICATION
rally in support of ratification of the new Panama Canal Treaty were (right
to left) Vice President Walter Mondale former Secretary of Statelienrv
Kissinger. and Sen..Hugh Scott 'later in the day President limmy Carter




— Among the political leaders at a
—r
M.Pfi..g12•444ign-VCscktISP M....2Z v..
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Waite-Taylor Vows
Miss Marilvn Jean Waite
Mr. and Mrs. Farrel Waite of Harrisburg, 111., announce the
engagement and forthcoming marriage of their daughter,
Marilyn Jean, to George Robert Taylor, son of Mr. and Mrs.
-Ruble Taylor-of-Lynn-Grove,-
The bride-elect, a graduate of Murray State University, is
employed by the Fidelity Union Life Insurance Company of
Murray.
- Mr. Taylor attended Murray State Thviversity and ist,em-,
ployed by the Tennessee Valley Authority in the Land Between
the Lakes.






















Murraypiapter cd NSA will
meet at the Health Center,
North 7th and Olive Streets, at
seven p.m. with R. L. Cooper,
administrator, Health Center,
as speaker. Public. is invited.
'
" Theta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will Meet at
710. pin.---with Boyd -to
speak on "Women and
Credit.".
Tom Jackson will lecture on
"GuerIlla Tactics in the Job





Improyement Club will meet
at seven p.m. at the Douglas
Community Center, North
Second Street.
Acteens of First Baptist
Church will have a book study
and pizza party at the
Fellowship Hall of the church
at sia_pALL_
Calloway County.
_Association . for Retarded
Citizens will meet at the
Comprehensive Care Center
at 702 Main Street, Murray, at
7:30 p.m. for a tour of the
Adult ,Activity _Center and the
Preschool area. All interested
persons are invited.
Rangers and Rangerettes of
WOW will have a-pizza party-
at Pagliai's at 6:30 p.m.
1
Recovery, Incet, ill meet at
the HealSh_cecter, North
Seventh - C`rovJlive Streets, at
seven p.m.
Murray Lodge No. 105 F. &
A. M. will meet at 7:30 p.m. at--.
the lodge hall. / •
• Reservations •for- Mt1.1
-Women's Society annual
Christmas dinner for
December 2 should be made
-by today by sending four
dollars  10.. Aurelia Batts._ 99Z
Olive Street Murray.
-Humane Society
Calloway County will meet at
the Calloway Public Library
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La Leche League will meet
at the h,pme of Joyce McCoy,
207. South .15th Sireetrhltuiay„,
at seven 'p.m. —
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of
the Woodmen of the World will
meet at the home of Diana
Lyons at seven p.m.
Aglow Fellowship will meet
at Kenbar Inn- at 10:30 a.m.
North Elementary PTC will
havelan nrganization meeting
r the BoyScout Troop, ages
eleven to eighteen, at seven
p.m. at the school.
Murray Quota Club will
meet at twelve noon at 'the
Triangle Inn.
Chorus of Music Depart-
ment,. Murray Woman'aClub,
will have a rehearsal at the
First Christian Church at 7:30
p.m.
smen were Jay Kennedy and
Kelvin Murphy. Ushers were
run Falwell, brother of the
bride, and Larry Orr, brother-
in-law of the groom.
Mrs. Falwell, mother of the
bride, was atUred in a dusty
roqe formal .gown of quiana
knit: WC' Mathis chose to
wear a formal gown of acqua
knit with matching jacket.
Both mothers wore white
orchid corsages.
MissiCathie Broach keptihe
guest register. She was seated
at a table which was draped
-with a white linen cloth.
RECEPTION
Following the ceremony, a
reception was held in the
-downstairs area of the
clubhouse.
The bride's table was
overlaid with a-white cloth and
centered with an arrangement
of fall flowers. Silver can-
delabra with yellow Angers
were on either side of the
centerpiece.
The three-tiered cake was
decorated with small yellow
daisies and sonya roses and
topped with a cluster of
wedding bells. Fruit punch
was served from a silver
punch bowl. Other ap-
pointments were in crystal
and silver.
Serving at the reception
were Misses Stacey Andrus,
Karen Edwards, Sandra
Stem, and Vanessa Stone.
Jimmy Wilson provided the
wedding guests with musical
selections on the piano.
Mrs. Earl Barnett and Mrs.
Rex Smith directed the
reception.
Following the reception, the
couple left for their wedding
trip to the Great Smokey
Mountains. They are now
residing at College Courts
Dexter Senior Citizens will 
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the ,
Dexter Center.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have breakfast at 7:30 a.m.
follOsied by shopping.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by Senior Citizens
with monthly cleanup at 10:30
a.m., sack ltinch at noon, and
band practice at one p.m.
Wednesday, November 23
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at the Hazel Community
Center at one p.m. for a craft
lesson.
Bridge will be played at nine
a.m. by the Women of the




oward Glen Mathis Wed
Mal Jill Denise .Eakirell-,
daughter of Mr: and Mrs.
Jerry Falwell, Murray Route
Two, And Howard Glen
Mathis, son of Mi. and Mrs.
Howard D. Mathis, Dexter,
were united in marriage on
October 22, at 6:30 p.m. at the
Murray Woman's Clubhouae
in Murray.
The Rev. Jerry Lackey,
Memphis, Tn., and the Rev.
Mike Ross, Chicago, Ill.,
brother-in-law of the groom,
officiated at the double ring
ceremony.
The vows were exchanged-
before the stone fireplace
garland with magnolia
leaves and centered with an
arrangement of yellow mums
and sonya roses on the mantle.
Spiral candelabras and
baskets of fall flowers flanked
eith!s...nide. of the fireplace.
The candlelight atinolgibere
was enhanced by the.
cathedral candles burning in
each window amidst an
arrangement of magnolia
leaves. The family seats were
marked with satin bows.
Mrs. Marla Smith, pianist,
and Mrs. Gayle- Lackey;
soloist, presented a program
of nuptial music. Vocal
selections were "You're My
World." "The Twelfth of
Never," and "Evergreen."
BRIDE'S DRESS
The bride escorted and Mr. and Mrs. Howard Glen
given in marriage by her
tither; was radiant in her




lace, featured a squared
_neckline overiaved with _lace
and Sprinkled-with Paris; -The
Shepherdess sleeves were
capped and cuffed in lace. A
vertical panel of lace centered
the skirt and extended around
the Flnorwe at_the hemline_
-TOrming a chapel length train.
The fingertip veil' was at-
tached to a- tiara crown
edged' in matched chantilly
lace. She carried a cascade
bouquet of soriya roses, baby's
. breath, 'and asparagus. fern.
As the bride was escorted
-down the aisle„ she paused to
present her mother with a
rosebud from her bouquet and
upon leaving, she presented
tker_new -mother-in-law-with a--
rosebud.
Miss Gay Howard served as
maid of honor. The
bridesmaids were Miss Pam
Harrell and Miss Renee
Thompson.
The attendants wore
identical floor length gowns of
maize organza with a bustled
back caught with a matching
cabbage rose at the waist. A
short double capelet enhanced
the bodice of the gowns. They
each wore a matching cab-
bage rose in their hair-and
carried a nosegay of yellow
mtuns, baby's breath and
sanya roses.
4 The flower girls were Miss
Leigh Anne Furr and Miss
Christy Hargrove. They wore
dresses identical to the--at-
tendants and carried baskets
of rose petals.
Mike Adams served as best
man to Mr. Mathis. Groom-
CEREAL TOPPER
Want a high-energy cereal
for breakfast? Combine one-
fourth cup chopped walnuts,
one-fourth cup flaked coconut,
one-fourth cup raisins, three
tablespoons firmly packed
brown sugar, two tablespoons
wheat germ, and two
teaspoons grated orange rind.
Store in covered jar or con-
tainer. Top each one-half cup
serving of fortified oat flakes













Pecan, Chess, Apple and Dutch
Apple, 1,1ince Meat
Prune Carrot, Fresh Coconut
Chocolate and German Chocolate






Mr.' and Mrs.- Howard D..
Mathis entertained with a





- -Following the -ditmer the -
bridal couple presented





Delta Kappa Gamma met in





president, presided at the
meeting. Before the meal the
members were asked to bow
for a moment of silent prayer
in memo py of Eula Mae
Doherty th% died in October.
Mrs. Fortin then gave the
invocation.
Following the brunch, Mrs.
Frances Matarazz.o, first vice-
president, introduced the
guest speaker, Dr. Dorine
Geeslin, state 'president of Belle Shaw, Mary Smith,
Delta Kappa Gamma and a 2. Louise Swann, Ruth Tucker,
faculty member of Western Golda Waters, Jane Watts,
Kentucky University, Bowling Roberta Whitnah, Ann Wood,
Green. She spoke on the Helene Visher, Betty Rogers,
Gamma dUrlitisngotitr:eflotarty"-erht 1,joanna"lutaFRwavabolanudgh., mid guest'
years of existence.
Hostesses for-tM Meetrng
were Mrs. LiMette Allen, Nip.
Barbara Amberg, Mrs.
Katherine Moore, Mrs. Edna
W. Radford, Miss Katherine
WiLsollianinson, and Mrs. Wihia
Others attending the
meettag were : Birdie Ash-
brook, Ruby Ashbrook, Patti




-  Mazy TheAkegli.-aØ.-Dora,
Clara Eagle, Myrtelle
Futrelle, Verde Happy, Ruth
Ann Harrell.
Ann— HerrOn, Imogene -—
Heath, Mildred Hatcher,
Mary Alice Humphries, Laura
Jennings, Lula Belle Hodges,
Evelyn Kesterson, Mary
Lassiter, Augusta Merryman,
Masris McCamish, Mary Sue
McKendree, Merry Virginia
McIntosh, Imogene Monroe,
Sue Morris, Pauline McCoy,
Louise Overby.
Margaret Pickard, Jo Nell





The Baptist Young Women
of the Northside Baptist





presided. The minutes were
read by LaDon Hale.
'The program on
"Thanksgiving" was
presented by Judy Jones, who
served refreshments. -
Others present were Janice
Graham, Jean Bridges, Nancy
Hamilton, Mary Ann Mc-













Loy-A way Now For
Christmas
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Here's a treat All America loves—
the GToundl:IciOnd OTnner.-Wrillr
half-petind of freshly ground beef,
with choice of potataes:toS-sed
salad or cole slaw, roll and butter,
and onion rings











Honest Food ,..at Honest Prices!










































• ()Pen House Is Held
•
MR. AND MRS. JOHN G. TAYLOR of Aurora, Hardin Route
One, cut the cake at the open house held in celebration of their
50th wedding anniversary on _Saturday, November 12„ from
two to four p,m, at theft home in HiddeRialtes
Twenty-five persons were present. •
The table was overlaid with a lace cloth and centered with an
arrangement of daisies-and gretlie'ry.1/1#1*--d-tiered tare
- decorated with yellow roses.
Mrs .Taylor wore a bleat etiseilible‘ 'and had i corsage Of
_yellowrosetinds. Mr. Taylorbadayellow rose boutonniere. ,
The couple was married on November 16, 1927, at Peoria, Ill.
-Mr. Taylor is the son of the late John R. Taylor and Rosie ,
-Grissom Taylor of Humboldt, Ill. Mrs. Taylor is the former
Vera DeVore, daughter of the late Neal DeVore and Myrtle
:Henrietta Thompson of 'Beecher City,
Mr. and Mrs. Taylor moved to -the Aurora community on
Kentucky Lake in 1949 and operated Taylor's Fishing Lodge
:there until 1984. They later leased the Holiday Restaurant at -
„Aurora and operated that until they retired in 1975.
They-have-two- sons-, John- Barnette Taylor,-fns- Angeles,
Cal., and Harland Lee Taylor of Carbondale, Ill.; and two
grandsons, John Lee Taylor and David Thomas Taylor.
Get a headstart
in your new town.
Don't waste time wondering about a fast way to get
-.Your bearings: Call ftveYotir VIECCOME WAGON'Hotteit.
When you've just moved, you're pressed for time.
And the gifts, community and business information I br,ing
will save-your family time and money.
Let me hear from you soon.
Kathryn OutlandOutland 753-3079
"Dean. -t466
By Abigail Van Buren
_Hopes._
To Be His 'Only'
--DEAR ABBY: I'm- -en - attractive, self-supporting--
divorcee. (No children.) I've been dating a gorgeous,
middle-aged, well-to-do bachelor for six months, and I
think I've fallen in love with him.
.problem is that he slates several other women. I
.know I'm No. 1, but he dates others as a kind of
,"protection" against marriage. e doesn't tie. He -always-
_tolls_me when he's going oat a weekend with- anothia•
woman. I think he envisions himself as some kind of
'sexual social worker" who dates a whole string of
- unfulfilled divorcees and widow's.
Should I continue dating him in hopes that he'll
eventually marry me? He's the only one I see because I
want tA.) be available-in-case --he calla—even -at-the-lass,
minute
— Flom what I've told you, what are my chances of
winning him? '
Yul N you'reG  n0 WINt
DEAR PLAYING: Slim. Date others.
available when he calls, he'll appreciate you even more. Set
a deadline. If he doesn't pop the question in three months,
let the other "unfulfilled charity cases have your piece of
his action. -
_ _DEAR ABBY: lam slather who is.tryiog
-inatherfeas ages lo. and. 1.2. My_ pusble.m
-.-Trytlerfr.SSOmentMettuff they read about in iiiu-reoliunn.
Can't you soft-pedal the sex, Abby? There's enough of it
on Ty, even in daytime.pregrams. There's hardly a movie
they can go to-anymore, but do they have to get itin the
newspaper, too?
Please don't identify me or the town from which this
came. They'd never forgive me. I'm not square; I'm only
trying _ta_Taiae_ Any, daughters right. ,
• TRYING-HARD•
DEAR TRYING: I admire your attitude, and respect
your good intentions, but you're on the wrong track, Dad.
Nothing your daughters cad read in a newspaper is going
to harm them—at any age. If they're old enough to read,
they le old enough --to 'know the truth-. -They will;
eventually, no why not now?
Keeping things hidden from children is- no way to
"protect" them.
lEAFt_ABBYLI ,sen%.for_ youLboablet -"How To Have.* _
LovelY Wedding," and never in my life did I get so much
For a dollar: -On page-- 26---you-wrote-, Now. for SOTYN
unasked-for advice. Don't, make the mistake many
couples make. Do NOT rely on Cousin Jake to take all the
wedding- pictures, even though he's a -*good' amateur •
photographer and has a lot of expensive equipment,. Hire a
professional! It's nct inexpensive; but at least you'll be
-.assured at having some lovely pietiffes:-after -the -wedding--
it will be too late to wish you had heeded this advice."
Abby, we•-have a "Cousin -Jake"- in the -family -who.
insisted on taking cur wedding pictures, hut thank
heavens we took your advice and hired a professional
anyway.
Well, you guessed-- it. Something was wront with
(all of it!) an-a not one of his pictures
came out! Thdt one paragraph in your booklet, certainly
saved the,..11AY fet.cio_.„..Please nt _this for_ ollaer nJ 
lege.
Warlene" Beach 'Presents
'Program At Goshen Meet
Marlene Beach presented
the program on "Developing
A' Personal Theology" from
• the VnIted Methodist Women
— inegrans hook Mille meeting
of the-Goshen Church UMW
held at the church on Wed-
nesday November 9 at seven
closing she asked the
group to read aloud in unison
the words of the song, "0
Young and Fearless Prophet"
for the closing prayer.
Giving the devotion • was
Viva EUis who read Psalms
100 and a story from
Guideposts 'for .41 meditation.
Kathryn Ray led in prayer.
Sue Anne Hutson presided at
the meeting. The .iladies
decider sponsor a Christ-
mas party for the pre-school
children at the Reelfoot Rural ,
Ministry. Each member was
asked to bring a newstay,to the--
next meeting. - -
A committee composed, of - • •
Norma_ Edwards, °clean_ _
Parker, and Anna Wright was
'appointed to select and NT=





ins of the church. Appointed to
the nominating committee
were Linda White, chairman,
Orlean Parker, -and -Kathryn-
Ray. Agnes Walsen gave_dier
benediction. •
Refreshments were served
by Becky Miller and Jo
Reedet, to twentY inembers
and one visitor.
Norma Edwards invited the
society to her home for the
December" 'meeting and
Christmas-partr: -
Miss Cathy Gail Geurin,
Novmeber 26th bride-elect of
David Eades Rogers, was the
' honoree at a bOusehold shOiver
held Friday, November 11, at
seven p.m. at the apartment
at 1202 College Courts,
Murray, Of Mrs: Waif
; Duncan Wt11) ivas assisted in
the hostesses' duties by
Beverly Ezell.
- Games were played by those-
attending and the prizes were
presented to the honoree who
her-riainji gift for
the guests to view'.
-Refreshments` - frUlt
punch, cake decorated with
pink roses, -mints, and nuts
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You wear it more
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bonitone. & - 13th S. Main• ............. Neese.
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firing any number. You snust preseat
this coupon when you brim year
cleaning is loone's Cleanws.
Coulson Good thr u • •
Nov 30, 1777
Suits or
Ladies Pantsuits $1 99
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Bring any neenhm. You must present
this potion when you bring year
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Bring any namiser. You must present
this coupon when you bring your
cleaning to Boone's Cieeners.
c°11P°n'tNov -30"d.1977thru
Bring any nionshir. You must present
this coupon when you bring your
clerics, to toome's aellelilf .
TWO PIECE SUITE
HEAVY HERCULON FABRIC, COIL
SPRING BASE, SELF DECKING
7-PIECE DINETTE SUITE
SOLID CONSTRUCTION — FORMICA TOP
TABLE WITH 2 LEAVES — TABLE & SIX CHAIRS
Nov 30,1977
$265°°
HIGH BACKED COMFORT IN SOFA LOVE SEAT ROCKER-SWIVEL
EXTRA HEAVY HERCULON 
$1 41 °' $124" $80". AT LOW-LOW PRICES.
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Mideast Mischief
SASH- INGTON. - AlarMing
dications are reaching Washington and
European capitals that Soviet
operatives-- my-- be. -imriernrining -
President Carter's Mideast peace plans
even before the reconvening of the
Geneva conference, a suspicion that
has caused U. S. diplomats to pot all
Soviet actions in the Mideast Linder
Looking Back
_ ASS
10 Years Affo -
Edwin Larson, • junior pre-med
student at Murray State U. nivel
was presented a scholarship award by
Mrs. David Gowans, president of the
Murray Woman's Club, on behalf of the
Kentucky Arthritis Foundation.
Pvt. Stanley T. Hargrove, son of Mr.
and Mrs. T. C. Hargrove, is now
Ronnie McNutt, Mike Ward, Bill
Bryant, Debbie Steele, Ada Sue Hutson,
Susan Nance, Jayda Stuart, Deborah
Mabry, Ernie Williams, David
Buckingham, Mark Blankenship, and
Gary Brandon of Murray High School
won honors at the Trigg County and
Castle Heights Military Academy
Speech and Debate Meets. William T.
Jeffrey is coach.
The Land 'Between the Lakes and
Tennessee Valley Authority Security
Police Team was winner of the 1967 Fall
Police Combat Pistol Match held at the
Paducah Police Department. Members
are John Hall, Robert Wood, Louie
Massey, and Bobby Hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. "DaviS of,
Fulton Route One, parents of Pauline
Parker and Patsy McClellan of
Murray, will observe their 50th wed-
ding anniversary on November 26.
20-Years _kg-o
.- Damage -in Calloway County. has
grown to nearly one million dollars as a
result of the over thirteen in9itesof rain
which has fallen thus far in fieember.
Most of this clarnAgi has. been
field of agriculture. Calloway is one of
five Kentucky counties declared a
ditatter area biji federal- officials-. -
Deaths reported include__Mrs. Cora
Ballance, age 85.
The Business and Professional
Women's Club has started its annual
sale -of fruit cakes for the purpose of
sponsoring the dental clinic for under
privileged children in Calloway County.
In high school basketball games,
Hazel lost to Puryear and New. Concord
beat Clinton. Nan Dyke got 23 for
Puryear, Dancer' got -2/ for Hazel,
Rowland got 21 for New Concord, and
Thompson and Wyatt each got 16 for
Clinton.
Tyrone Power, Ava Gardner, Mel
Ferrer, Errol Flynn, and Eddie Albert
are starring in "The Sun Also Rises"
showing at the Varsity Theatre.
30 Years Ago
-- J. E. Edwards, agent at the N. C. &
St. L. Railroad Station here, has been
transferred to Jackson, Tn. Charles
Sullivan of Paducah will now be the
Murray agent.
The Rev. Samuel C. McKee, pastor of
the College Presbyterian Church, was
elected president, and the Rev. B. B.
Sawyer, pastor of the First Baptist
_Church, secretary-treasurer, of the
Murray Minfsterial Association.
Prof. David J. Gowans, a new in-
structor in the Mimic Department of
Murray State College, at one time
played the bassoon with a symphony
orchestra in Havana, Cuba.
Deaths reported include Linda Sue
Cook, age eight days.
- Halfback Tommy Walker, End Jack
Wyatt, and Tackle John Hackney of the
Murray State College football team
were named to the All-KIAC team by
Associated Press.
Bible Thought
And the Father himself bath borne
witness of me. John 5:37.
"0 Trinity of Blessed Thought" is
the revelation of God's love. Know
that love for us.
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcom
and encouraged. All letters must
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not 0ptiblished. ,
Letterk should'be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest. _
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limitirequent writers.
Address correspondence. to:
Editor, The Murray hedger ta-
Times. Box 32. Murray „I(y. 42071.
•
intense aciiitiny.
U. S. officials here carefully withhold
charges of sabotage on,ogrounds that
hard--evaleriee is not available -4..at
least got yet. But top European
diplomats trying to promote Mr.
Carter's Arab-Israeli settlement plans
are less restrained.
Thus, an official European source
regarded as impeccably informed told
us that a Major break in the attitude of-
the Palestine ,Liberation Organization
( PLO) toward Israel as a sovereign
state was secretly vetoed by -Soviet
diplomats in Damascus.
According to this high-level
European official, the governing body
of the PLO the executive committee)
met in Damascus_ the first week in
November and agreed on the following
points:
1. To., issue a statement adopting
language taken directly from President
Carter's formal pronouncements about
-an- Arab-Israeli settlement and-from
UN Resolution 242. The resolution
(adopted after the 1967 six-day war )
calls on Israel to withdraw from Arab
territories and the Arabs to make real
peace with a sovereign Israel.
2. The Damascus statement, while
not specifically_mentioning Resabition
242, would have served to close the
procedural ga,p between the PLO and
the U. S. In effect,. it would have
proclaimed the PLO's readiness to
recognizeIsrael's status as a per-
manent state, while saving a little face
by not linking that recognition directly
to Resolution 242.
But just before the PLO's statement
was to -be issued in Damascus, Soviet
diplomats - according to our highly-
informed European official -
sabotaged it. The change toward the U.
S. never occurred.
No statements of any kind were
made. Only ten days later, a high PLO
official suddenly announced that the
PLO would cooperate with a _nem
vened Geneva conference --but-only-if
invited to doso by the U. S. and the
Soviet Union under terms of the U. S. -
Sovietjoint statement issued last Oct. 1.
joint statement-was-attacked by_
Israel the moment it became public. In
the U. S.,-supporter of Israel also were
Moreefer;
hardliners with no special com-






squarely back into the,. Mid East
after almost a decade Of official U. S.
policy designed to keep the Soviets as
Jar away as possible.
The PLO official who disclosed his
organization's latest policy gambit was
attending the Arab League foreign
ministers' meeting in Tunis. His for-
mula for PLO cooperation in a newly
reconvened Geneva peace conference
would drastically Lolopfleate-TE S.
dip! cy and aid-the Soviet Union.
It uld embarrass President Carter
by Challenging him to get United
Nations sanction for the joint U. S.-
SOI/iet statement. 'Mr. -Carter cannot
disavow that joint statement because it
is his own; but he cannot seek its
adoption by the UN Security Council
( as the PLO wants) without severe
political reprisals here and in Israel.
Some well-informed U. S. , officials
question the depth of Soviet in-
volvement in the PLO's unexpected
switch from a strictly American policy
in Damascus- to a Soviet policy ten days
later in Tunis. Their point: the PLO is
no more controllable than a herd of wild
horses, by the Kremlin or anybody else.
Whatever its influence on the PLO,
the Kremlin's enthusiasm for
collaboration with Washington quickly-.
faded after some early suppotting
statements. Soon after the joint U. S.-
Soviet statement was made public,
Moscow seemed to lose interest in
backing the U. S. case for a Mideast
settlement with anything like full vigor.
-Within the last two weeks, Soviet Policy
seems to have switched from simply
losing interest to positive undermining
of the U. S., position - as indicated by
the switch in PLO strategy.
If the PLO had gone ahead as planned
at Damascus, it would have paved the
way for close U. S.-PLO collaboration
after months of Mr. Carter's ,efforts to
achieve just- that. It would also have
raised thepreatige of Jimmy Carter at
a_ time he peeds every ounche he can
- - - - -
That is why American officials,
though unable to prove Soviet -
skulldruggery in the latest meandering
of the PLO, have placed a double-watch
over 'all Soviet Mideast moves. Self-
congratulations for the joint U. S.-
Soviet atateitient Of -Get.'T have 'turned
into susnicious, and that at least is a
healthy state of mind for a President.
still learning his Way around the world.
. •
s. 1 an Curtin
Session Expected
To Be Mixed Bag
FRANKFORT-Early indications
are that the 1978 session of the General
Assembly is going to be a mixed-bag
since this is the final session of
Governor Julian Carroll's term.
The mix is. going to be between the
governor's program, which is the
continuation of his policy inaugurated
in the 1976 session, and the desires and
aspirations of members Of the, general
assembly.
The governor's definite com-
mitments mqst come first. He is
_obligated to strengthen laws and
regulation& of the Fire Marshal's office
since the May disaster in Northern
Kentucky. He also must push through
laws and regulations to comply with the
new federal strip mine laws and
regulations if Kentucky is to control
mining operations instead of the federal
government.
Gov. Carroll also must shephilrd
through. the General Assembly - new
legislation to implement the new
District Court system, and this may
cost some money that voters didn't
iitien THEY approved the
constitutional amendment in 1975.
He also has 'wide a pledge- to
education to bring it up, as far as
possible, to equality with surrounding
states, at the primary, secondary and
higher education levels.
He also must try to pass some
semblance of guidelines to provide for
accountability for the education dollar
and how the youth of Kentucky is
profiting from it. This might well be one
of the toughest chores his ad-
ministration will face this session.
Gov. Carroll also has done everything
but sign a pledge to the people and
industry of Eastern Kentucky that he
%yin do something to upgrade and
maintain improved coal-haul roads in
Eastern Kentucky. He made a good
start in financing reconstruction of Ky.
80 to a four-lane highway between
Hazard and Prestonsburg to cotnplete
the arterial road system in that area of
the state. - • • -
On the other hand, this is going to be a
session for the legislators, or at least
some of them. Traditionally,'the lame
duCI sessibn of a governor is when
ambitious office seekers jockey for
position in the statewide election the,
following year.
private enterprise are
going to make a bid this session to fight
411,
off legislation they consider harmful as
well as trying to get some present laws
and regulations amended in .their in-
terest. -
Of course,- the budget is always the
governorts- most important single -bit-,
but this usually comes through in
flying colors after a little theatrics on
the floor elf both houses.
Some of the most controversial areas
for proposed legislation are going to be
in. the fields of consumer protection,
workmen's compensation, no-f-aWt
insurance, and contractaegotiations by
public employes, probably headed by
the Education Association. Banking
and securities also may prove to be
controversial areas.
Look for some proposals to change
the tax structure in the state. Gov.
Carroll has already said that the
burden on real property for financing
all branches of government should be
partially transferred to other sources.
He emphasized this Paint.
The prime targets for shifting the tax
burden fall in the fields of retail sales,
gasoline find tobacco. -
- Some legislators have been toying
with the idea of extending the sales tax
to services, but have proposed such a
plan as yet.
Legislators don't want to tax the low-
income people more, and reason that
taxes on services would affect the least,
but would bring in a large amount of
money from repair services, legal and
medical fees. Kentucky also has the
third lowest state tax on cigarettes,
three cents per package.
However, you can bet that the farm
industry and the cigarette industry will
wage a tough battle against increasing
the tax on cigarettes. ,
The idea on changing the gasoline tax
is to take off the fixed charge of /line
cents tier gallon and put it on a per-
centage basis. Ostensibly, the,- per-
centage would be set to bring in im-
mediately as much as the fixed nine
cents. However, like the sales tax, the
percentage tax would be a growth-tax
just as the sales tax is since everyone
expects gasoline prices to increase in
years to come. The same holds true to
extending the sales tax to services. As
volume increases, the state gains more
income.
This is the idea to relieve real estate
from heavier burdens.of taxation inithe.
ftitnre.
















To Be Sought In 1978
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - Both
supporters and opponents of Ken-
tucky's no-fault automobile insurance
lav will be aggressively seeking
changes in the 1978 General Assembly.
The backers will try to plug the gaps
in the requirement that all motorists
carry liability insurance.
The opponents will try to water down
-the no-fault ad; since they are aware it
would be a monumental task to repeal a
law which has caused no great outcry
among the,public.
Under the no-fault concept, one's own
company pays for injurie5 in vehicle
accidents, regardless of fault. Despite a
eolith-Cued misebateption damage to
cars and trucks is not covered.
, in .shortrit you're-hart in a wreck of,
any kind-even as a pedestrian-your
insurance firm bays for your medical
Today
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Nov. 21, the 325th
day of 1977. There are 40 days left in the
year.
, Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1877, Thomas Edison
announced that he had invented a
talking machine. He called it the
phonograph.
On this date :
In 1806, Napoleon Bonaparte issued
the BerUn Decrees, declaring a'
bftxtade of the British-Isles. ' • -
In 1855, Sweden joined Britain,
France and Turkey in an affiance
against Russia.
In 1894, the Japanese captured the
Manchurian city of Port Arthur.
In 1938, the western border areas of
Czechoslovakia were forcibly -.in-
corporated into the German Reich.
In 1961; West Berlin police turned-
back thousands of West Berlin
university students trying to storm the
Communist barriers dividing Berlin.'
In 1962, Communist China agreed to a
cease-fire on the India-China border.
Ten years ago: Army Gen. William
Westmoreland said the end had begun
to come into view in the Vietnam. War
but did not predict a target date for an
Allied victory.
Five years ago: Israel and Syria
clashed in the heaviest ground and air
fighting since tbelgenix Day War.
One year ago: Senate Majority
Leader Mike Mansfield recommended
that the United States break its defense
treaty with the Nationalist Chinese on
Taiwan and grant full recognition to the
Communist government on the China
mainland.
Thought for today: Rest is for the
dead - Thomas Carlyle, Scottish
writer, 1795-1881.
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bill§ and lost wages.
Generally, to obtain that coverage,
you give up the right to sue and collect
damages which would include pain and
suffering. ,
However, if your medical bills exceed
a certain "Threshold" $1,000 under
Kentucky law-you still have the right
to sue. ,
-Some -advocates-of ne-fault want a
chance in the threshold requiremen-
t-from "tort liability" to "verbal."
That means you would-be- able to sue
regardless of the amount of medical
bills if you suffer a specific injury.
Those seeking the change say this
would ''et-elnote Vie- inflationary fac'e---
tor-that it's become easier for an
in person to run-up a.$1,000 bill and-
then try to collect more money by
hiring a lawyer.
- The second area of attempted reform
by no-fault supporters centers around
the portion of the law requiring all
motorists ta tarry tornplusory liability
insurance.
The state insurance department has
estimated that up to 40 per cent of
Kentucky.. driver's remain uninsured
despite the requirement
The state's reasoning is that if all
motorists carried insurance, rates for
all policyholders WOULD BE LOWER.
Loopholes in.the act allow violators to
escape arrest or penalties. To be
arrested now, they must be the owners
of the vehicles and must be caught
driving.
Violations often are uncovered after
accidents, but by then it's too late to
fulfill the purposes of .the no-fault law,
. according to supporters.
To cope with the situation, a bill has
been profiled by the Banking and
Insurance Committee. The measure is
sponsored by Sen. Toni Easterly, 1)-
Frankfort.
It would require every motorist,
before he could renew a license or
obtain a new one, to show proof of in-
surance liability coverage and take an
oath that such insurance will be
maintained.
so much for the modest goals of no-
fault adirOcates. The real battle
probably will center around the effort
by opponents to weaken or nullify the
heart of the law.
. The approkiciL0040_by the Xen-
tucky Trial Lawyer Association and the
Kentucky Bar Aasociation would
reverie-the-procedure-fob's:average of
motorists under no-fault.
Currently, everyone is covered unless
he or she applies for exemption in
writing, which only about 2 per cent of
Kentuckians have done so far.
_ The proposed .change would leave
everyone out of no-fault -unless the- ,
motorist asked for such inclusion in
writing.
1'he lawyers have labeled their
proposal as "affirmative action': in
contrast to the negative action which
now must be taken to .become exempt
from no-fault. - •
No-fault supporters say the net effect
would be to wreck the base on whiCh the
system operates. They say no-fault
needs extremely heavy participation to
function effeCtively.,
State Insurance Commissioner
Harold McGuffey believes only minor
changes are needed in the no-fault act
and claims it is working well.
But critics point to consistent auto
insurance rate increases and contend
the public was misled into believing
premiums actually would decline.
Rates were frozen for l'Az years after .
the law took effect in mid-1975.
McGuffey's response is that all rites
are Climbing because of soaring
medical costs, among other fattors,
and that they would be even higher
were it not for no-fault, which is aimed
at eliminating huge fees to lawyers and
expediting payments forinjuries.
IuiARTLiNE
HEARTLINE is a service for senior affect your payment from the ,carrier
citizens. Its purpose is to answer as they can pay no More than his
questions and solve problems - fast. If custottiaw4arge or the prevailing
you have a question or a problem not charge or the area.
answered in these columns, write "Heartline's Guide to, Medicare:. 1A
REARM:MIDI E. Dayton Si., Weal— detailed VOW aigich helps explain the
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTL1NE: My wife works for one
of the railroads. She recently has taken
sick. Can you tell me what the benefit
rate for sickness is in the railroad in-
dustry? - H. T.
A. An employee's daily benefit rate is
60 percent of his last daily rate of pay in
the qualifying base year, up to a
maximum daily benefit rate of $25. The
minimum daily benefit rate is $12.70.
Since benefits can be paid for up to 10
days in a two-week registration period,
the maximum amoprit of benefits is
$250 for a two-week registration period.
HEARTLINE: I have been making
claims to Medicare for two years and I
have never had any problems. Recently
I changed doctqrs and now when I
forWard my doctor bills to Medicare,
whole Medicare program. It is written
in easy-to-understand, question-and- -
_answer form and contains all the latest
information on Medicare. This book
covers many medical items and ser-
vices that are covered by Medicare,
gives complete information on the
deductibles you have to pay, includes a-
sample Medicare claim form with
detailed instructions on how to fill it
out, and explains how the reasonable
charge under Part B is figured. To '
order send $1.50 to "Heartline's Guide
to Medicare," 114 E. ,Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 4..i.181. If you are not
satisfied your money will be refunded.'
Please allow six' weeks for delivery.
HEARTLINE: I am divorced and
was living with my mother, I had to
take her to the hospital where she died
earlier this year. Can I collect the $225
lump sum death benefit? - A.E.F.
- A. The only way a person other than a it
spouse can receive the $255 Social-
they ask me to identify my doctor. Why Security death benefit is if that person,
-do they do this? It's right on-the bill. - paid for the funeral expenses. If your
mother's husband also was living with
her at the time of her death, he is en-
titled t6 the death„benefit regardless of
who paid the funeral expenses.
However, no one is entitled to a lump -
gum *tad! berlern Mist- tW'recialid
was fuRy insured under Social Security.- .• .
J.C.
A. More than likely, you doctor's
name is one of several shown on the
Medicare 'Fa-niers call this a "multiple
billhead." You should circle your
doctor's name' on the bullhead: to



























































































FLYING WITH NO WINGS - Mike Dickens of the Racers goes flying through the air with boll firmly held in his left hand.
Dickens helped direct the Racers to their 21 13 win over Western Kentucky Saturday for the first MSU win at Bowling Green since
1955.
•ale.
(Stuff Photos y Kevin Penkk)
Walter Payton Sets New Rushing
Mark With 275 Yards, Bears Win
By BRUCE LOW1TT
AP Sports Writer
They don't pay Walter Pay-
ton to be a conversationalist.
They pay him to runWith the
ball - and he does that better
than anyone else in the
National Football League.
He proved that again on
Sunday, running up a record
275. yards.- two more than
O.J. Simpson did last
Thanksgiving Day - to
rechristen Chicago's Soldier
Field as "Payton Place" and
lead the Bears past the• 
Minnesota Vikings 10-7. -
In Sunday's other games it
was San Diego 12, Oakland 7;
Deriver 14, Kansas---City 7;
Pittsburgh 28,- Dallas 13;
-.Cleveland 21, the New _York
Giants 7; Baltimore 33, the
New York Jets 12; Los
Angeles 23, San Francisco-
New Orleans 21, Atlanta MI
Cincinnati 23, Miami 17; New
E,rigland 20; Buffalo 1; - St:
21,_Phi1ade1phia 16;
Houston 22, Seattle 10, and ( of
course) Detroit 16, Tampa
Tonight, Green Bayplays at
Washington. And next
Thanksgiving Day it's,
Chicago at Detroit and Miami
at St. Louis.
"I don't like my teammates
running up to me and telling
me I've done this or that. It
breaks my concentration,"
Payton said after his ex-
plosive 40-carry performance
that included -Chicago's lone
touchdown oft a 1-yard burst in
the second period.
"The holes were there and I
just ran ... All I can say is that
this was a • day when
everything went right and we, Haven Moses with about 41/2
gpt,a big win." Minutes to play - but the
- plays that made them Stand
up were made by cornerbackIt pulled the Bears ( and De-
Louie Wright and the rest oftroit as well ). within one game
-of the first-plate Vikings in the Denver's defense.
National Conference's Central In the final minute, the
Division. "The victory means Chiefs tned a fake Pant Ray-
mond Burks slipped throughmore to me than the record
the line and dashed 51 yards
hecattae W_e tightenedthe With the MT on-the play Tplayoff race," Payton in- w h
short of a touchdown.sisted.
Bob- Thomas kicked a 37- "I kept wondering, ̀ Who's
yard field goal tO._ give_ _Ow that 
guy with the ball?"
Bears a 10-0 halftime read and -Wright -recalled. '''Then
the Vikings, without Fran thought, 'Hey, he's loose! He's
Tarkenton, ecnild only muster "eel care who he,
is, I got to get him!"' Ile did -one touchdown, when Matt
at the 1-yard line. And theBlair , blocked a third-period
punt and ran it 10 yards for the- Chiefs never tot closer to the
end zone.score.
Steelers 28.C.owboys 13
Chargers 12, Raiders 7
For the second time this
season, Denver grabbed first
place in the American Con-
ference West. This time it was
was replacement Mike Rae's
'Inability to move Oakland.
Broncos 14, Chiefs 7
The play that got Denver its
winning points was a 23-yard
TD pass from Craig Morton to
Fourth-period scoring runs
of 31 yards and one yard by
Sam Cunningham carried
New England past the Bills
and their slender crowd of
27,598.
Cardinals 21, Eagles 16
Jim Otis, who ran 25 yards
_for a score that started SL
Louis on the way back from a
16-0 deficit, plunged 1 yard
with 38 seconds left fbr the TD
that beat the Eagles, gave the
Cards their , sixth straight
victory and pulled them within
a game of first-place Dallas in
the NFC East.
Oilers 22, Seahawks 10 -
Dan Pastorini hit Ken
Burrough with a 13-yard TD
toss; Ronnie-Coiernart burst a
yard for another TD and Tom
Degipsey-- _booted two
goals in the Oilers' victory
over Seattle. . •
Lions 16, Bucs 7
Detroit turned two in-
terceptions into touchdOwns
and, behind seitiom-used
Touchdown Tony Dorsett - quarterback Gary Danielson,
returned to the-city of-many of -handed' Tampa Bay its 24th
his collegiate feats - and loss without a victory..
Franco Harris gave him a
lesson in -how they do it in the
compliments of . San Diego,. pros.:
which kayoed Oakland Harris erupted for a career-
quarterback Ken Stabler with high 179 yards and two
a first-period knee injury, then touchdowns, one of them on a
beat the Raiders on rookie 61-yard dash, and Terry
Rolf Benirschke's field goals Bradshaw passed for a pair of
of 22 and 46 yards. scores while Dorsett finished
"You hate to see it happen," with 73 yards, 13 of them on
Oakland Coach John Madden Dallas' first Tb, to keep the
said of Stabler's injury. And Steelers tied- with Cleveland
what he didn't expect to see atop the tight AFC Central
' 
Browns 21f iants 7
Linebacker Gerald Irons
broke a third-period tie with
an interception and a 53-yard
run for the first touchdown of
his ir o career, then Cleveland
locked up its victory over the
Giants when David Mays, -
playing in place of injured
Briait-Sipe, passed 18-yards to
Paul Warfield for a fourth-
quarter score.
Colts 33, Jets 12
Bert Jones' scoring strikes
of 53 yards to Raymond
Chester, 33 to Glenn Doughty
and 28 to Lydell Mitchell, plus
Miami's loss to Cincinnati;
enabled the Colts to widen
-thetr AFC East lead over the
Dolphins to two games.
Rams 23, 49ers 10
-Pat Trad-eii thee* ii-Wyard
touchdown pas to Billy
Waddy and Lawrence
McCutcheon rumbled 42 yards
for a score as the Rams beat
San Francisco and opened a
two-game lead over Atlanta in
the NFC West.'
Saints-21, Falcons 20
Atlanta, which had never
given up more than 14 points
in a game this year, tried to
keep it that way with a minute
to go in New Orleans - and
Archie Manning was waiting.
Theegaints' quarterback, back
in action for the first time in
six weeks, read the blitz and
beat it with an 18-yard TD
pass, his second scoring strike
to tight end Henry Childs.
Bengals 23, Dolphins 17
WIN 21/2 minutes to play in
Cincinnati, Ken Anderson
handed off to running back
Archie Griffin, who handed off
to wide receiver John
McDaniel, who handed the ,
ball back to Anderson - who
threw it 29 yards to tight end
Bob Trumpy for the triple-
reverse TD play that beat
- - • • .
. Patriots 20. Bills 7 -
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Austin Peay Wins OVC
Football Cham ionshi
By 'Me Associated Press
Austin Peay s rags-to-riches
Governors have won the Ohio
Valley Conference football
championship -for-the first
time in the school's history.
But, also for the first time,
the OVC has been Out out of
theiivision II playoffs of the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association. - •
The NCAA revealed Sunday
its final five selections for the
eight-team Division II football
_playoff field. There was _nq
OVC team among them for the
initial time in the four-year
history of the playoffs. Austin
Peay and Tennessee Tech had
reportedly been among those
being considered. • ,
But Austin Peay can still
cherish its first OVC football
crowd since joining the con-
ference in 1962.-0W-coaches
'picked Austin Peay in pre-
season 'to' finish last in the
eight-team conference. -
The Governors finished 6-1
in conference, one game
ahead of Tennessee Tech.
Austin Peay's 8-3 season
-record, tinder first-year-Coach
Boots -Donnelly; tied its best
effort in 47 years of football.
In Saturday's other con-
ference games, Tennessee
Tech came from behind to
defeat Middle Tennessee State
21-9, - Eastern Kentucky
trounced Morehead State 42-13
and Murray -State downed
hapless Western Kentucky 21-
11. The day marked -the end of
OVC regular season play.
At Clarksville, . Tenn.,
quarterback Steve Brewer
passed foi..f.wo touchdowns _
-Saturday, as --Austin. Peay
scored 17 points in a 24-second
span to defeat East Tennessee
Stale '2440 for' the -title.
Brewer was also the hero the
week before in his team's 24-21
showdown victory with
Tennesseeerech, at the-time a
co-holder of first place.
The Cciveruors „usedd.-
game scoring burst to put
Saturday's game away.
Breivez connected with -wide- •
receiver Phil Todd on a 21--
3.ard scoring pass late in the
second quartet: -TWo Setonds. -
later, the victors scored, q
safety when East Tennessee
State's George Fugate downed
the ensuing kickoff ia his Own-
end zone after first touching it
at the five-yard line. Two
_plays after the_kickuff,_
Brewer hit wide receiver
Steve Bullard for a 14-yard
touchdown.
The explosion wiped out an
early 10-0 lead _ for East
Tennessee.
- Austin Peak ended the
season at the top of the OVC
_
a 6-1 conference record
and 8-3 overall" mark. The
Buccaneers finished the
season with a 24 conference
record and a 3-8 overall
record.
East Tennessee State of-
fitials --ammunced- after the
game the school has hired-
John C1rlls1e .an, _offensive
backfield coach at
as coach. He
Murray High Falls To
Lone Oak In Jamboree
The Murray High Tigers made their debut in the Paducah--
illghman Basketball Jamboree Saturday night.
The Tigers fell 41-35 to third-ranked Lone Oak in a 15,
minute contest. Long Oak. had opened its season with a win at
Obton Central Friday night. ,
Murray fell behind 8-0 at the outset afr_the game but then
came back and at one time, held a 13-12 lead. Lone Oak
regained the lead and led for the rest of the contest, though
they never did increase the margin beyond six points.
"It was real close all the way through," Tiger coach Cary
Miller said.
"Overall, I was pleased. We fouled too much.. we had 19
fouls but that's from inexperience," Milleraddftcl.
Senior center Frank Gilliam led the scoring with 10 points
while guard Bill Wilson added eight. Other scoring included
Willie Perry six, Ed Harcourt five, brad Taylor four and
Howard Boone two.
The Tigers open their season a week from Tuesday with a
game at home against Trigg County.
replacei Rtoy 'nailer,
fiveyear ursu veteran who




with less-than five minutes left
gave Tennessee Tech a 21-9 
comeback victory over Middle
Thiriesige. - —
The host Blue Raiders kept _
Tech's powerful offense in
check-for three quarters while
building a 9-0 lead. But Tech--
defensive end David Hooper
recovered a fumble on the
Middle Tennessee 18-yardline
with about 11 minutes left in
the game to span ls a three-
touchdown explosion.
Kevin' Tillman scored first
for Tech on a 4-yard run-three _ --
plays after - the - funibte: -
Following a Middle Tennessee --
punt, Tech quarterback
Milton Jenkins completed a-
key thirddown pass for 32
yards to flanker Craig Rolle to
the Middle Tennessee 7,
setting up. Dorsey's ''-gaipe-
winner.
Jenkins ended the scoring
and Middle Tennessee's hopes
with a 10-yard run with 1:26
left in the game.
HEADING WEST - The Racer tross,country team is shown Ds they pack up their gear and head
for the Paducah airport where they departed Saturday for Spokane,(Wash., and the National
Cross Country Championships today. Left to right are Dave Warren,iferry Deftly', Pat Chimes,
Brian Rutter, Richard Charleston, Dave Rafferty, Martyr' Brewer and Coach Bill Cornell 7N •
THANKSONING STARTS
RIGHT HERE!!!
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Racers Win At Western
First Time Since
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
It was not your basic win-
ning dregs-itig- room scene. It
was the first time since 1955
Murray State University had
defeated Western Kentucky in
Bowling Green and the 21-13
victory Saturday by the
-- Racers- capped the day.
But everyone was
emotionally drained. It had
been a tough game, it had
been frustrating. -The -Racers
had been sacked with 130
yards of penalities, some of
which were deserved but some
were quite unjust. Western
Kentucky had done everything
within its power (ancltnerhans
outside of the code of ethical
football practices) to win the
-0,ame. They didn't. -
:Far 10 minutes, the-doors of
the Rarer dressing room were
shut with occasionally, a
manager walking in or out and
the scene inside was revealed:
all the players were down on
one knee and they were
huddled around their coach,
Bill Furgerson.
Twice, applause came from
the dressing room. Then- the
doors were opened and a long
line of writers came in to
interview The Man, Bill
Furgerson, who had just
recorded his 60th win at
Murray State.
prolid to join my old
'friend Roy Stewart as' being
the winningest football coach
at Murray State University,"
Furgerson said.
"My bciss at one time and
my coach at one time, won 60
- -ibaligazues, and-now we've tied-
it. It's a great day for me•to
BASEBALL
MILWAUKEE - Alex
Granunas was fired as man-
ager of the Milwaukee
Brewers as the American
_League _team_announced
series of changes in its front
office.
-The Brewers also an-
nounced It had accepted the
resignation of Jim Baumer as
director of baseball operations
and that Al Widmer was
dismissed as director of
player development.
know that I've .tied the win-
ningest coach in the history of
_the aCh.Q9.1•7_F_IllitraCll added.
The rumors have been
flowing all over western
Kentucky, not just in Murray,
that Furgerson and his staff of
Bill Hine, Jere Stripling, Carl
Oakley and Gary Crum would
be relieved of their duties-.
have nothing to say,"
Furgerson said as his answer
to the question.
"Since 1973, we've -finished
second twice, third twice and
fourth one time and that ain't
no damn slouchy record. I
- don't apologize for that record
at all," said Furgerson, who
began his playing career for
the Racers iri 1947.
won the conference two
Out Of the first three years I
played. To • show you how
much Iliad to-do with it, they
won it again in '51 after I
graduated," Furgerson said.
It was an emotional game.
But besides that, it was a
bruising, bloody and violent
„game. It was also, not the
most sportman-like game
you'd want your kid to see.
There was 'nothing pretty
about the game, except the
scoreboard which showed the
Hilltoppers had lost to the
Racers. Otherwise, the entire
day, even though the tem-
peratures were well into the
60's_and the sun was basking
the 11,000 fans, was- over.
shadowed by a feeling of
gloom.
Whether or not Furgerson
had any factual inferniation
about the rumors will not be
13iit heandbilitaff did
display an unusual amount of
emotion in the game and after
the contest, dozens of fans
'converged around the Racer
dressing facility.
The Racers charged on to
the field after the National
Anthem had been played, the
-Ward:rig- '1171enpr-Intrbductid
and as Western's Hilltoppers
were still standing an ".th_e
sidelines wondering if they'd
have an opponent or not. -
But when the Racers came
on the field, it took little time
before Western knew they had
an opponent.





should get what they pay for.
(And we're doing something about it)
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.eame when- Roy -Hackle-y--
returned a punt from the
2Murray 32.1a.the_WesteIDA• a
return of 55 yards and that set
up the first TD. In five plays,
the Racers scored with Austin
Penne going- in from a yard
out. The. PAT by Hank
Lagoice made it a 7-0 MSIJ
lead with just eight minutes
gone in the game.
Sam Franklin, who played
like he-invented the defensive
end- positidit-Caused a fumble
early in the second period and
Bill Shannon recovered for the
Racers on the Western 31. In
four plays, the 'Racers scored
as quarterback Mike Dickens
went in from four yards for his
second TD of the season and a
14-0- lead,
It looked as if it might be a
40-0 game as the Racers made
it a 2141 lead stitti.ti minute left
in the half when after an in-
terception by Willie Wilson, -
the Racers drove 19 yards in
three plays for another TD,
this one coming on a Dickens
pass to. All-OVC tight end
David Thomas.
But...
The Racers would not store
again. Western drove 67 yards
in 11 plays to make it 21-7
midway through the third
period then with 4:27 left in the
same quarter, made it 21-13 as
they drove 46 yards in seven
From then on, it was a battle
of field position and the
Racers had the ace in the hole
in the person Of Wes
Furgerson._ It was the
linhalnan.31ilw RaPtiag of_ OW,
son of the MSU head coach
which kept the Racers in good
shape and Western in-
miserable field positionfor the
first half.
Fargerson's first punt of the
game was a true 55 yards. He
finished the day with eight
punts for a, 46.6 average. In an.
emotional scene at the end of
the game, he helped his father
.off the field. -
From the middle of the third
quarter on, the Racers played
witholit Mike Dirksms who
reinjured his ankle when he
was rudely_ hit while already
being out of bounds. Trying to
protect the lead, the Racers
played quite conservative
football over the final 20
minutes_of the game. ___, _
But, when the eing got_ -
tough, the deferisive came -
through, even if they didn't get
ariy help from the officials or
the clock.
For Instance:
-With left in the
contest and with the Racers on
the Western 13 after an in-
terception by Hackley took the
ball to the 20, the Racer lost a
fumble. Ruzichtell on the ball -
and without doubt; the play.
haLjeen bjDwn_ _dead.
However, the ball squished out
of Ruzich's hands and Western
pounced onit. Unbelievably,
the officials ruled the ball
belonged to Western.
-On the next play, Western
quarterback Doug Bar-
tholomew met defensive end
anyyhere.".Furgerson added,
Furgerson cited his fellow
coaches for their. preparation
for The' Ililltoppers and in
addition, mentioned several of
his players for having good
games, including cornerback
_Doug Shelto__n_ who made
several superb Plays.
Franklin, undoubtedly -an
OVC Choice, had five sacks for
a total of minus 38 yards.
The Racers finish with a 6-5
overall record, 4-3-in-the-OVe -
and a third place finish. The
Racers won five of their last
six games.
Furgerson, since coming to
Murray, has a 60-51-4 record
and since the Racers moved





11 Passes Att. 15
6-11-0 Passes Comp. 15-30-3
50 Passing Yards 148
222 Total Yards 298
2 Fumbles Lost 1
Sam Franklin without_ the ant 46 6- - 
Pw4risgbAvg. 35.3
of a formal introduction.
Believe it or not, only two
seconds ran off the clock on
the seven-yard sack. That's
real speed isn't it?-
Western had a fourth and 20
from their own nine when they
faked a punt. The pass- play
covered only five yards as Bud
Foster and Roy Hackley made
the tackle to end the series and
give the ball the the Racers,
who ran out the clock.
"Dickens is a heck of per-
former. There's nothhir
wrong with David.Ritzich, if it
had- gotten -to the point where
he had to throw the ball, we
would have given him the
okay," Furgerson said;
'We had three opportunities
to score in the first half and we
scored three times. I've seen
times when this Western
Kentucky team we played
today is as "goOd as some of'
those that were up at the top in
the OVC, From top.to_bottoin.
the OVC is the most cous.
petitive league I've seen
PULLING THEM THROUGH- MSU football coach Bill.Furgerson
watches his team from the sidelines in 'their win over Western.
It was the 60th win for the Racers and tied Furgerson with Roy
Stewart as having the most wins at MS1/.
-130— * ----- ••  •-•,-- 4111---
Individual 1311,4hing-: Murray (172)
Perine 89, Dickens 61, Franklin 32,
Brown 6, Johnson -3 and Ruzich -13.
Western 150 ) — Wolods 115, Jones 50,
Freeman 31, Barthollmew -22 and Hall -
24.
Receptions: Murray (6-50) — Thomas
2-31. Brurn 1-11, Robbins 1-8, Franklin] -5
and Peririe 1-‘ -5 ). Western (15-148) —
Lindsey 5-62, Gwinn -3-36, Woods 3-27,
Preston 2-14, Darke 1-4 and Todd 1-5.
Fumble Recoveries: Murray (1 I —
Shannon 1. Western (2) — Woodruff 1
apAlkinson 1. _
- Interceptions: Murray (3) — Wilson 1,
Fostet 1 and Hackley 1.
Tackles For tosser Sam Franklin five
for -38, Kevin Whitfield one for -7, Mike
Cukierski one for -7, Doug Shelton one
for -1 and Roy Hackley one for-I, -
- Racers' leading tacklers- Whitfield ST
and 3A. McFarland 9T ana 3A Franklin
ST and 1A, Craig ST ind 1A; Martin 5T
• -araPIA. ffachler5T, Wth5are4T and- SA;
Foster 4Tand 3A Shelton 41'. •
Mow 711ey Scored
Murray, 6:45 left first quarter, Perini.
one-yard run. PAT by Lagorce. Murray.
*ads 7-0.
Murray: 10:01 left-ln second quarter,
Dickens four-yard run. PAT by Lagorce.
Racers lead 14-0.
Murray: 0:59 left in first Ulf, David
Thomas 13-yard pass from- • Dickens. •
PAT by Lagorce. Racers lead 21-0.
Western: 8:02 left in third quarter,
1Mekv Girammme-yarel pass from-Dong
Bartho(omew. PAT by Barry Henry.
Murray leads 21-7.
Western: 4:27 left in third quarter,
--J.immy-Wooas •13-yard-paaa-froin,liar,
tholomen.,PAT faila-Macera lead.2.1/413.
, UP THE SIDE-Roy Beckley (40) of the Racers runs up the -
sideline on • punt return. On defense, Beckley hod five tackles
end intercepted a pass to boot.
••••••41ti..eic
• -
ALL ALONE—rilebody was-seen nesr-MS11 quarterback Mike Dickens who went in from four
yards Dot to score this touchdown. Dickens, only a junior, should be the top quarterback in the
league next season. • - a • sum moo., by Karin Penick)
10 BILLY GO -1Triikmais Billy Lewis (20)'orthe re-crs frieitnalt away and outside for some
running room in this punt rifurn. Lewis did manage to pick up 18 wi4s, a good return.
UP THE MIDDL- E -• Fullback Tony Franklin (37) of the Rocerskendsupthe -ndddle-ferw-1-3-yerd-
pickup on this play. The offensive Knemen-for the Racers is Cecil Wolberton. Franklin. carried 12
times fot47,yores.
DASHER— t h a tWh% a QdkIji n
might grab







II machines in some
outclass
WAYS some very classy
very surprising ways.
If you own a Mercedes-
Benz 280E, you'll be de-
pressed to discover that the
Dasher 2-door Sedan with
standard transmission not
only goes from 0 to 50 miles
per hour quicker than .the
Mercedes:' but carries
more in its trunk.
If you're about to spring-
for a Rolls-Royce, hold the
phone. The Dasher holds
more in its trunk than the
17011s, too.
SOO Chestnut
Fine-as they may be,
neither the Mercedes nor
the Rolls has front-wheel
drive. The Dasher does,
and it makes all the differ-
ence in poor driving condi-
tions.
The Mercedes, the





like reclining bucket seats,
remote control outside mir-
rors and quartz electric
clocks.
But only the Dasher has




Buy Or Leasil 1978 Dasher At
Carroll VW-tiludi, In
Murray, Ky.
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Lakers Present Har rove Winin D
LEAPING LAMB-Jimmy Lamb (41) of the takers flies through the skies for two of his 25 poin-
ts. The 6-3 senior forward also grabbed down 16 rebounds for the takers in a standout per-
formance.
Staff Photos by Reek Penick.
Memphis State Grabs
88-72 Win Over MSU
When the Murray State
women's basketball team
opens its home season on
November 28, they will at
,.= least have- some previous
ird- -experience.
12 In a game that did not end
-until early Saturday morning,
the Racer women lost an 88-72
!lick)
t.,
Murray fell behind early in
the game to the tall and
talented Tigers and by in-
termission, trailed 46-31.
At the -beginning of the
second half-both teams made
adjustments-in 'offense and
defense," said Racer coach
Dr. Jean Smith.
down another.
That got us back in the
game somewhat because our
foul shooting was 80 per cent
on the night. With about 10
minutes left, we were down by
A cold streak in the first half 15 points but never could cut it
and then a three-minute span any more. They brought in
- in the second half cost-the their reserves- when they got
1 
__Racer women a- -chance -to-up--by - 30-points-but- then .we
make it -a-much closer game started coming back and after
.against Memphis State. one minute, their starters
contest to Memphis State in "They were a very quick
ItielkftddleTerinescee Ttkiff-tesilif si-ra-itifttill--a- Wee: -
• TournamenL It. _ was the minute span, we found our-
- second loss in the selves down by 30 points. They
&Wale 'elimination tourney; went into a man-to-man
however both' losses .came to so. then we switched
- nationally-ranked teams. • into our man-to-man offense.
Memphis State went on to Immediately, that got them in
claim third place in the foul trouble up one side and




game with an 82-80 win over
the host Blue Raider women.
-Free for the Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071

















Reope-Mahc Mit_towave Over won Teen Poerre
• Per,Pe-Matic Tone Sroeclion rtro‘e,'
• Twtr-Power ' Low Power tor delicate toms
reguire cooking
• Easy Operetta,
• Automattc Del rost
• .317 Minute Toner
• Cleat See-ttvougr Door
.• Stainless Steel cum ,nterin.








753-7205 or night 753-2360
-wr t.y—x.:•wate 
came back in and played the
rest of the\ game,- Smith
added.
Jackie Jo Mounts had her
best game of her collegiate
career as she poured -in 29
points and 'grabbed 12
rebounds. From -12itt- 1Terct,-
, Mounts hit on 10 of 20 while
adding nine of 12 at the free
throw rine. - • - -
Freshman guard Laura.
Lynn of Paducah Tilghman
added 19 points while junior
college transfer forward
Cindy Barrix added 16 points
and eight rebounds.
Mounts was selected to the
All-Tournament Team.
The game against Dyer-
sburg on November 28 will be
part of a doubleheader in the
MSU Sports Arena. The
women's team will play at
5:15 p. m. then at 7:30 p. m.,




fg-fga ft-fta rb pf tp
•'Boatwright 7-11 0-0 7 5 14
Couch 14 0-0 1 2
Cool  • 8-12 1-1 10 17
Street - 1-3 2-2 2 4 4
Harrison  3.2 0-0 0 1 2
Barnett  1-5 1-3 2 3 3
Whitfield  2-3 0-0 2 2 4
Booker  .7-15 6-6 3 2 20
Delgado  1-4 1-2 2 0 
Prevna— i-
McKinnie  7-11 0-0 3 4
Walker  1-3 2-2 2 1
Totals 3740 14-18 46 25
Marray State
fg-fga ft-fta rb pf
Parrish 0-2 0-0 2 0
Maddix 1-5 2-2 2 4
Barris 6-13 4-4 8 3
Hughes 0-1 0-1 3
Lynn 7-12 5-6 6 2
Schwartz .. 0-0 0-0 2 - 0







Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Clayton Hargrove has a
nice, full head of hair- • It's a
good thing.' Becaiiseif the rest
of, his coaching career is
anything like his first game,
Hargrove may have to keep a
supply of wigs hidden in his
office.
Hargrove, making his debut
as the head basketball coach
at Calloway County High
School, came out a 67-66
winner over Livingston
Central Saturday night before
a large opening-game crowd
in Jeffrey Gymnasium. But in
that one game, • Hargrove
experienced just about
everything that could happen
to a coach in an entire season.
- First of all, there was
excitement. The score ended-
up a 63-63 deadlock- after
regulation play.
- Hargrove learned
several things during the
fourth quarter_ First of all, the
game is never over until the
final horn. He learned that one
in more ways than one.
- Then there was con-
troversy.
Early in the fourth quarter,
the Lakers held an 11-point
lead at 57.46. It appeared the
game might be all blit over.
But Livingston Central came
back and with 24 seconds left
in the contest, held a 63-61
lead.
The Lakers took the ball and
then seemingly had no hope
left as with 17 seconds left,
junior Ricky Garland was
called on a charge. But eight
seconds later, Livingston
Central was called for a
charge and the Lakers had a
• chance to tie the game if Gene
Lockhart could make two free
throws.
Lockhart, having plenty of
time to think about_ the free:-
throws as the Cardinals called
a tirneout, came back on the
floor and missed the front end
of the bonus. However,
Garland was there for the
putback and the game ended
in a 63-63 deadlock: •
Thentsegan the excitefnent,
later capped by a corgi-Ore-ray
-oVer whether or not thela—me-
was actually over.
-Randy McCallon hit 1_97
reciter to .iipen the overtime
and give Calloway a 6543
lead. Another point was not
scored until 37 seconds were
left when the Cardinals' Joe
Morris hit the second of two




AP) - John Carlisle, an
offensive backfield coach at
Mississippi, has been hired as
football coach at East Ten-
- riettee State UniVersity.
The Ohio ValleLConference
school made the an-
nouncement Saturday after
the Buccaneers lost 24-10 to
Austin Peay, the _OVC
2 champion, in the final regular'
season game.
The 48-year-old Carlisle re-
places Roy Frazier, who
-f--resigned. Carlisle worked at
14 Ole Miss for two years as a
4 
88 junior varsity coach and one





- -LAS- VEGAS, Nev. --0
19 Jimmy Connors came from
° 
12 '4 
behind 'to- defeat Roscoe
-79
1 3 4 Tanner 6-2, 5-6, 3-6. 6-2. 6,5 and
41 20 72 win the WCT Challenge Cupts 42-86
31 41-72 tennis tournament.
4
DOWN THE MIDDLE Livingston Central's Jeff Johnson (20)
drives down the middle and puts up a shot over 6-5 Darryl
Bushrod (43) of the takers. Other takers in the picture include Or fill out this coupon and mail
Glen Olive (33), Gene-tockhart (.53), and Randy McCallon (151. - wimp,
— - - _ Staff Photos by Kevin Penick.. ,
_ .
With 23 seconds left, Mc-
Callon was fouled and missed
a free throw. But 6-3 Jimmy
Lamb rebounded the ball and
after a wild free for all
scramble, the Lakers were
given possession with 46
seconds left. Then with 10
seconds left, Glen Olive iced it
with two free throws, making
it a 67-64 lead.
With the crowd at a near-
frenzy noise level,
Livingston's Gary Blaine hit 'a -
10-footer. The Cardinals tried
to call a tirneout and a large
portion of people said they
heard the final horn sound!'
however. after a hotly con,
tested argument, it was finally
decided a half-second was left
on the clotk. Calloway tried to
throw the baLf in, but it went
out of bounds and nobody ever
touched it so theoretically,
Livingston still had a chance
to win the game.
Still, with the Livingston
Central fans strongly voicing
their opinions against the
game officials and everyone
else in sight because they
realized for all logical reasons
the game was over, there was
a half-second left. '
The ball was thrown in and
the horn sounded. Again,
another argument broke loose
as Livingston Central claimed
the horn sounded before the
ball was touched. The
Livingston Central fans cried
and carried on like Reggie
Jackson after having his
lollipops taken from him. But,
it meani_nothing, the-Lakers
had won.
They deserved to win.
Livingston Central, rated as
one of the top teams in the
-Second Region, was clearly
uthustled and outplayed by
the Lakers.ln fact; -Livingston
Central. was playing its fifth
game Of the season' as they
entered the game _ with a 3-1
record.
"It's a great way to start a
career, "--Hargrovesaid.
'I really felt the key to the
win--. was the fact our- Itids
couldn't and wouldn't accept
defeat. The ballgame is never
over' until the final horn gees
off, even if you have to bring
the officials back on the
floortlai grove-said.
Livingston's 62-61 lead in the
final half-minute of the fourth
period was only their third of
the game. They prevlizoly• 
held leads of 64 ina II-7 -in the
opening period.
Calloway led by as 'Mich as
six points in the- first half
before leading 37-35 at in-
termission...Then with a 43-39 •
lead midway through the third -
period, the Lakers ran off six
consecutive points and
seemingly were in control
until the final four minutes of
regulation play.
With 3:28 left in the game, 6-
.5 senior Darryl Bushrod
picked 41113-flfthfoul for *
Lakers. Bushrod, who had 18
rebounds in the contest, was
playing in his first game ever.
When he left, the Lakers led
by three -and -1W IbAenee-611-
the boards did hut the.Lakers
in the final minutes. But in the
overtime, after Garland
rescued the Lakers with his
key rebound bucket to tie the
game at 63, there was no doubt
about whawaS going to win as




fin_ d "that little
Another one of the big keys
was with nine seconds left
when Lockhart stood there
and took the charging foul.
Without that one, we'd never
had a chance to tie the game,"
Hargrove said.
"I told the kids during the
timeout that when Gene made
the free throws to fall back
and hit them with the press
again. If they went down and
scored, we were .to call a
Airneout immediately. We
didn't even think Gene would
miss the free throw but it
worked out reit' well anyway_
with RICky going to the boardr
and-mainng the shot. -- -
"Often times, the team that
scores first in the overtime
will win and I felt McCallon's
basket really turned the
inomentum for us in the
overtime," Hargrove said.
Hargrove said that .tn the.
final, minute of, the third
period, he took Bushrod out
for a. rest. At that point,
Bushrod had three fouls. The
Lakers went into a four-corner
offense and haa a 55-48 lea-cr
Hargrove had hoped to score
off the four-corner but the
Lakers missed two shots in the
final seconds.
'When we came, back out in
the fourth quarter, we just
never could get back in our
offense,°' Hargrove said.
"They spent the entire
fourth quarter on trying to foul
Bushrod out."
Bushrod was remarkable on
the boards. Besides his 18
rebounds, he managed to fire
in nine points and his presence
in the middle of the Laker zone
was enough to force the
Cardinals into several-bhui-
ders in the contest.
Lamb was a workhorse all
night. He had 25 points and 16
rebounds and simply carried




superior leadership, adied 19
points. Randy McCellon, shut_
--out the first half, had six
points in the final two periods
and the big opening overtime
bucket. Lockhart added six
points and had eight rebounds
se-the Lakers had an over-
whelming 54-33 lead in the
• rebounding stats.
Ricky Ringstaff, considereliz.
as one of the top players in Ow 
Second Region, led the Car-
dinals with 21 points.
The Lakers will go after win
number two at Hjt2kman
County Tuesday night.
"I'd like to thank all of our
fans for _ coming out and
supporting us. Nobody left the
game and I really think the
crowd had a lot to do with us
winning the game," Hargrove
added.
Livings-tin central
fg ft pf tp
Ring staf f 7 7 5 21
Johnson 2 1 1 5
Morris 1 _ 1
Blaine  8 0 'I 111 •-'
Kirribro . . 1 1 '1 3
Black '5 I '312
Belt 1 0 3 2
Vaughn  1 0 0 2
Totals 26 14 23 66
lams. ,
fg ft pf tp
Olive 7 5 2 19
—  It
Bushrod 4 1 5 9
Lamb .   U. .. 4.26.
Lockhart 2 2 4 6
Garland- 1 0 1 2._
Totals ........ X 11 19 67
Livingston 14 21 11 17 3--66
Calloway 18 19 18 $ 4-67
OUT OF REACH-Gene Lockhart (53) can't get in the battle for the ball with Chug Block of
Livingston Central as thrball came off on the wrong side" Other players include ten Olive -
(right) and Darryl Bushrod (background) while Cardinals include Andy 'Ombra (40), Jeff Johnson
(20), Ricky Ringstaff (22) and Joe Morris (right of Lockhart).
ADD A LITTLE SPICE TO YOUR LIFE
WITH CABLE TV.
Murray Cablevision offers an exciting blend of
programming ingredients fcir your
entertainment.
With Cable. you'll enjoy ;11 ch-annets brimming
with the full line-up of Network programs and
ABC, CBS and NBC stations from Nashville,
only Cable subscribers can. receive.
Your TV will come alive with a farrfare of
sports, top box office movie attractions, anCt'
educational, cultural an " al activities.
Take advantage of the $5.00 connection







Monthly Charge for Cable TV is only $7 SO for
one TV outlet, tax included
Yes! I want Murray Cablevision Since
I'm ordering before November 25. 1977 I'll
save $1Q00 on the regular $15 connection
',charge. I am aware that, the monthly
'charge for one TV outlet is just $7 50. tax







" • - State Z p
CII; and man Iris coupon to
. . Beiair Shoppmg Center
k s1911 South 12th Street - •
frirra.r Murray Kerifttcky 42071
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Aflatoxin In Corn
Can Harm Livestock
Farners who suspect their
corn contains aflatoxips
should have it,, checked at a
laboratory before it's fed to
livestock:.
Aflatoxin, a poison produced
by a mold tharis giving many
Southeastern corn producers
headaches this year, can kill
or cause permanent damage
to livestock and poultry that
eat it;
According to Bill Wise,
extension veterinarian -in the
UK College of Agriculture,
poultry are. more sensitive. to
tip poisons than
Chickens are most susceptible
to- the poison, followed by,
ducklings, turkey poults,
young pigs, pregnant sows,
calves, and dogs. Goats,
sheep, and mature cattle and
hogs are less sensitive. - -
"Most molds will not harm
livestock:" says Wise.. "But
you can't tell whether a moldy
feed- is toxic without feeding
trials or laboratory tests.
Kentucky's high humidity
promotes the mold growth,
but only _certain types of fungi
or . Molds proclaim :substances
that will harm livestock.
Aflatoxins are included in this
grobp of harmful substances."
Black lights used at many
grain elevators to scrte.n for
aflatoxin presence in corn are
just - that—a - xereen-_---and e-
not prove presence or absence
of aflatoxin, according to Dick
Stuckey, plant pathologist in
the UK College of Agriculture.
County Extension agents for




are facing aflatoxin problems
that are small compared to
states farther—sOutli;' says
Stuckey. "Very. few corn
samples lab tested here show
presence of aflatoxins,
although black light tests are
causing some corn to be
turned down at elevators:"
Wise adds that animals
which consume aflatoxins in
large amounts- may die or
become extremely sielt7-
shotving signs of suffocation,
loss of appetite, lifeless ap-
pearance, staggering,
anemia, and-or convulsions.
Less severe symptoms can
include reduced feed ef-
ficiency, rough hair coat,
reduced "daily gain, entarge
paunch, anemia, lifelessness,
and loss of appetite.
Aflatoxins have been shown to
cause cancer in -animals,
according to Wise.
Another - danger of
aflatoxins is that of passing
111e17._DOiSon inkg  Ui burnar-L,_
food chain by feeding them to
Milk cows, says Extension
diary specialist Gary Lane.
Although not common, this
can happen even at extremely
low levels-of aflatoxin in corn
-used as -dairy cow feed.
"Good management is the
best way to prevent con-
taminating milk or poisoning
livestock and poultry," says
Lane. "Check moldy corn for
aflatoxins before you feed it.
Farmington FFA Participates
In Annual Beef Show, Sales




recently participated in the
Purchase Regional---Beef
Show,, Sale, and Carcass
Contest held at the Far-
mers Livestock Company






Halsell, Don Brittain, Hal
Fuqua, Jada Brittain, and
Tony Smith. Judy Smith,
Hal Fuqua, and Tony
Smith's animals were all --
class winners. The mem-
bers exhibited a total of 15
animals and received five
blue ribbons, five red
ribbons, and foie 'white
. ribbons. Judy Smith placed
-first in Junior- FFA
Showmanship Contest and
Tony Smith placed second
in- the Senior - FFA-
Showmanship Contest. -
The members -later at-
tended a banquet at Murray
State University and were
told how their animals
graded on the rail and how
they placed in regard to all





Jennifer Riley and Hal
FtiquaTHal's aniThal placed
first in the Carcass Contest
and he was presented a
silver cup on his ac-
complishment.
51 Acre farm located 7 mitts west of Houser Rood in south Marshall
_ County. Approximately half of the form is„.tendable and has been in
beans. It is presently sowed down, completely fenced and crcssfenced.
Has two penile, "a Spring sad. stock bent. fig fine has frontage on.
paved rood and on the Purchase Parkway. A good hey.? may 35,000.00.
38 Acre farm between Coldwater and lackesberg. Approximately 30
acres tillable with one tobacco barn and no keine. According to the USDA
Soil Survey, this form should annually produce 85 to 110 be. of corn per
acre, 25 to 40 he. of what per acre, 25 to 35 be. of soybeans per acre,
and 1700 to 2200 lbs. of toitocco per acre depondig on the level of form
' manegosisent,This is goal bottom lend OW INS approximately 1000 feet
of blocktop rood frontage that allows easy access. Priced to sell.
120 Acre form west of Kirk:vv. 42 acres modal* tied all ender fence.
Has weN and stock pond. Fenn is suitable for row crop or pasture. IssOy
--stmeeseltie heat bieelleprooland hoisfesto Ifighoey-froMoge, Ms. —
some tobacco base. For additional information, give us e call.
Wilson L.REALTOR*
Insurance and Real Estate Agency, Inc.
202 S. 4th St. 753-3263 Anytime
Shirley Wilferd Bettye Bible Ron Talent Wayne Wilson
Store contaminated corn in a Lane -advises that aflatoxic
separate bin to avoid affecting corn should not be fed at any
the rest of your corn crop." level td milk cows.
UK Pesticide School
Set For January 24-25
Pesticide dealers, com-
mercial applicators and
others interested in pesticides
- on a 'commercial bAsiV will
have an opportunity to get up-
to-date information at the
third annual University of
Kentucky Spray School in
Lexington, January 24-25,
1978. Meeting place will be the.
Continental Inn. For those
* Who don't pre-register, sign-
up begins at 8 a.m. the first
day.
This school is sponsored
jointly by UK, the Kentucky
Commercial Applicators and
Pesticide Dealers Association,
and Kentucky Department for
Natural Resources and
nV iron Me ntaT—Petif eetion
(DNREP).




commercial application and. . _




1977 corn and soybean pest
&motor boat towing a












During part of the school,
participants will split into
special sessions - concerning —
pest control in specific areas _
including 'agriculture, aerial
application, right-of-ways,
turf and ornamentals, and
aquatics.
Wes Gregory, Extension
entomologist in the. UK
College of Agriculture, says
speakers bin the school will




—This _school gives us a
chance to share new research
results, visit with members at
ttir -pesticide industry and
share common interests and
concerns regarding the future
of. Kentucky agriculture,"
Gregory says. "It • also
provides an opportunity for
commercial applicators -and
pesticide dealer - to receive
,training and certification in
their categories of in-
volvement." Gregory explains
that at the close of the school,
participants will be given time
and opportunity to take their
" respective certification tests if
they Would like. t6 do' so:
An evening program on
Januafy 24 will -include in-
dustry exhibits, a banquet,
plus an after-dinner address
• hy humorist Jerry Clower. To
• pre-register br obtain _Turthet
information'', contact Wes
Gregory, • Department of
Entomology, University of





Catching a cold from
the draft.
-Fan tipping over.
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FARM BUREAU
FRESH FLORIDA FRUIT & PECANS
r Delivered from Florida to Farm Bureau Office Week of Dec. 12)
Oranges (4/5 bu- $7.50
Grapefruit,(4/5 bu $6.00
Tingelo 4/5 bu $6.50
H.D. Orange Juice $20.00 case
H.D. Grapefruit $15.35
Case 24/12 oz cans
makes 72 oz per can )










Burley Market Opens Today
LEXINGTON, -Ky. (AP) —
The burley tobacco' auction
market waste open_ today and
many Kentucky farmers
seemed anxious to get their
burley tobacco crops to
market this year, warehouse
managers, said.
Warehouses were filling up
a. lot faster than usual and to-
day's opening sales were ex-
pected to be heavy. One Ken-
tucky burley producer, L.D.
Hill, offered a simple ex-
planation for the early rush.
!That's what DOA the bills
is tobacco at the end of the
year. If it wasn't for that, you
couldn't keep operating in this
country .-
The burley-market always
has represented the big pay
day for the state's 200,000 pro-
ducers. But that pay day ià es-
pecially important in this
'year's depressed farm econo-
my.
Corn, -which was a boon to
farmers for three or four
years, is selling at break-even
PriCt6 and other rrops aten't
doing much better. Beef
• cattki ano_ft._ mainstay of
the state's farm economy,
have yet to pull out of a price
slump.
That leaves fanners such as
the 45-year-old Hill, who
raises beef cattle on 1,600
acres near.._ Richmond,
clinging to tobacco for
economic salvation.
"I couldn't survive without
it," Hill said. "I wouldn't try."
Hill said it was especially
important to get ahead start
On this year's market. He ex.:
plained that "there's been a
lot of tobacco stripped early.
If you wait, maybe you won't
get it sold on the first sale."-
This year's government
price supports have gone up
eight cents to an average of
about $1.17 a pound. And
tobacco companies have to bid
at least one cent a pound over
the support price to keep the
burley from going into 'a
"pool" of unsold tobacco.
Gardening Tips from Extension Specialists at the
University Of Kentucky College of Agriculture
F a J rners and gardenetis
who hive-f(iikkt 'insects ar
summer in order to -reap a
harvest may not be in any
mood to agree,.but it is, the
truth that many bugs are on
their side in this struggle for
existence.
Accortturg -to--ffirrs arts--
tensen. UK extension ento-
mologist, eight out of every
10 living _:reattirei are insects
'and if more than a mere frac-
tion of all these, were pests,
rnan's tenure upon earth
vvoulct be precarious indeed.
--As-a matter of fact -smile
entomologists say this.planet
belongs to insects and that- -
man •is-the-interitypev -
Along with the -bad, we
have many beneficial insects.
Some of these good bugs
serve as food for birds, fish
and mammals. Some pollinate
more than 50, useful crop
plants. Some produce silk,
honey, wax, shellac and dye.
Some act as ,scaicengers and
The executive committee others improve the condition
Of -the .Farmingtora-Ghapter 'of *the- soif -by aeration and
of Future Farmers of fertilization.
America selected Tony •
Smith as the ! November Some of the insects having
"Member of the Month considerable economic value
Tony is the son of Mr and to min include the tiny lady-Mr .. 
Kenny Smith of Route bug, the dragonfly, damsel
Kirksey. He is a senior at tly, preying mantis, tumble-
F i ton  School  d dleb d arm ng High'hug, oo ug an aphis
-and-is 18 years old.
, During his freshman year 
-- lion. The tiny red-and Week- -
spotted ladybug is especially
in the FFA, Tony par- ••• ' valuable because it destroys
ticipated in the greenhand incredible quantities of
quiz contest, dairy 'judging aphids. scale in
tractor driving contests and 
sects and other
all judgingcontests. While a_ garmeden zprlottigan -feuedianngdsreacrifeusi.
sophomore, he also at-
Fair where he participated ,litstant 
cousin of the grass-
i tlok ing preying mantis, a
tended-the Kentucky State _
judging contest and placed 
hopper, is another extremely
contest, general livestock
7th in the chapter creed 
valuable insect. This odd
creature was imported from
-contest. He *as also
selected as the freshman
star farmer.
In his sophomore year.
Tony participated in the
regional beef show and
placed first in the
showmanship contest. He
also participated in the
horsemanship contest,
in the general livestock
contest and dairy holder's
contest.
During Tony's junior year




semanship pontest, and the
tractor driving contest
Tony also attended the
Kentucky State Fair and
participated in the dairy
judging show.
This year Tony has
participated in the beef
show where he placed first
in his class and in the
showmanship contest
where be placed second.
Tony was chosen because
of his dedication to the FFA
orgaoixation and . win-
ning the Couriey.
iotirrial • contest, •
China-Tit 1890 to' help garden-
CTS. It has done a good job,
Elut fortunately it is indis-
cruninate in its eating habits.
The mantis not only eats
pest, but beneficial insects
and its own progeny and
mate as well.
Because it eats its way into
cabbage head., the cab-
•
A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specialists at
the UK College of Agriculture
If milk you just brought
home from the grocery store
has an off flavor, take it back
fOr a refund. Open refriger-
ated cases sometimes warm
up too much for adequate
display-storage Of milk,
cheese, other, dairy. products
and eggs. If this stems to te
the trouble, bring it- to ,the
a t t'enticrir of the' store
t
bage caterpillar is difficult in-
wrth in*ctf-
cides. Therefore without the
• help of a tiny wasp that was
long ago imported from
England, it is doubtful that
either..-.cabbage or lettuce
could—he successfully -grown--
in Kentucky. This little wasp
'Ca-fere—Utah ,
lays its eggs on them and lets
the young wasps do the rest.
Then-' there are curious
pp-tnerShiPs between certain
insects and plants, which are
of great. benefit 4c.insa. for
instance without -insect
pollen carriers such 'fruifi as
---apples, cheeries, onions—,
plums and peac-her. would be.
few and Far 'bet'ween. SO
would such crops as clover
and alfalfa.
Worms and beetles like the
t umblebug help keep the
earth sanitary and productive
by disposing- of waste mate-
owing man's friends in
the—insect world can be most
important in controlling his
enemies. And - that- is where
entomologists come' into
great importance. They study
the life cycles of the benefi-
cial insects, learning- and-
passing along the information'
how to utilize them to our
fullest advantage.
Waiehousemen and; other differ - f 61. was about six cents
burley-industry leaders say a pound. 
thebag questionis whether A repe of last year's
market prices-will goes far pattern we make this sea-
above the support average as son's aver about $1.23
they did last year, when the Pellet
CCC Loan Period
Changes Announced





loans on 1977-Crop grain will
be bimodal a-51.month rather
than a 11 month anniversary
basis.
USDA officials explained
that the anniversary loan
concept is being retained in
order to avoid having all
loans for a commodity
maturing on a common date.
However, by shortening the
length of the-loan, a greater
number of the loans will
mature before the 1978
harvest; thLs will permit 1977
grain to be moved from the
farm and country warehouse
to make room for the 1978
crop.
A producer who has ob-
tained a 1977-crop grain loan
before today has the option of
continuingthe loan for the 11- -
month period or reducing çhe




office8 •will notify such
producers that they will have
30 days in which to accept the
option to reduce the loan
period.
"Two years ago, - -
Frank and Jean --
learned what dependable




It was a rough year for Frank and Jean,
but they found- their way through it.
They also found that PCA really is the
dependable source of agriculture credit
... in good times and 'bad.




Anita McCallon Secretary • -
Keys F. Keel — Field Office Manager
Richard Price — Field Representative
Free
ouble slide door.
We're making a repeat offer on the
best deal in Butler Farmstecr building -
history. Buy an all-steel Farmsted building
now and get a double slide door. Free.
You don't have to buy sight unseen.
Let us show you a Farmsted building. What
you see is what you get. And what you get
"It
is the best in farm buildings at a price you.
can afford.
Buy now and you'll get a free double
slide door. See us right away, and let's




Hilman Coles Construction Co.
Murray, Ky. Office Ph. 502-153-3891
• &,.:,....--..,_,Keithilses.502-4111.1411. _ •
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Forage Testing
Pays Dairy Men
A chemical analybis of hay
and silage fed to dairy coign'
can help reduce feed costs or
increase milk productions per
cow.
-'--"'You can't tell by looking at
forage how much protein and
mineral supplement is needed




specialist in the UK College of
Agriculture. _ .
He points out the ex-
periences of twe Kentucky
dairy farmers asciamplea-of
the two ways-- That- the
Extension forage testing and
ration balancing program can
improve the profit situation
for many milk producers:
One dairyman had an ex-
cellent corn silage and alfalfa
haylage feeding program.
Ihwering milk production: By
mix could be reduced from 16 
protein content of his grain
percent to 12 percent v-afrout





plernent bill for his 150 cow
herd.
Another dairyman learned
dairy farmers. Sampling indicator of energy value
information - and needed which is needed to estimate
materials are available at how much concentrate should
County _Extension_ Offices be fed. A minirnimt mount of
located in every county of the fiber is necessary to keep
-state, _ . cows on feed and maintain 4
The need for forage testing satisfactorY fat test, but too
is indicated by the wide much fiber reduces con-
variation in the nutrient stunption of a forage.
indicatescontent 'oatet:rbagatesvargrown
fromtn fora;ise.bireVerytev:et
Kentucky. For example, corn quality and the nutrient
silage averages 7.9 percent content per unit of dry matter
t slinge is
3.7 percent to 13.5 percent, and not readily eaten by cows, and
alfalfa-grass hay averages very dry silage frequently is
16.7 percent crude protein but lower in protein availability, ment, with the 100 cows. From Other tin
rangesfrom 8.9 percent/QUI ikatirdbilf Mai small herd has frown a_107 the industry
  TheiNatiOn s Ditity-tritrisiky 
percent. Mineral- content Mineral-analysis of forages
varies about as mudi. is important in determining
Forage samples handles what minerals and how much
through the Extension of each should be added to
program are tested by a balance the total ration.
private laboratory at a 25 Mineral deficiencies' can
percent _discount in the Seato_reduce milk production and
compared with what an in- affect the cow's health. Too
dividual would have to pay for much of one mineral may
the chemical analysis, ac- interim% with the availability
cording to the dairy specialist, of another mineral to cause a
The cost for each sample is $9 deficiency.
for a standard analysiscf-----An-eoonamical-grairr
'moisture;- fiber and protein, can be formulated to fit any
and an additional $9 if a forage feeding program by
mineral analysis is also made. using results of a forage test,InteeteMinon pastureland'," Se- Ihought thp.
from forage testing that a number depends on how many -
balanced ration for his cows MOO. or quaYtils_.:_of brages„...
- required more protein than he are fed at autmut:maps
was feeding. By increasing the durii18 the whiter." _
protein content of his gram.. the-most valuable
mix from 14 percent to 20 part of forage testing is fin-
rcent, this dairyman in- ding out the protein content A Consumer Tip
-By--.10Y-STILLEY  —wands-, Soft frozen yogurt is -
AP Newsfeatures Writer the newest dairy-- product
NgW YOAK (AP)----5- line around."
with-the-etwrent-fad4er-eearch.._ .4.te h.ed
ing out beginnings, today's $22- has come a
billion-a-year American dairy 4,908 gab
industry - ean--traee-- its -roots niereially i
back to 1(10 cows brought to this lion gallons
country -nearty-fotir-owituries -including-tee-
ago. sherbet an
The Indians were huntsmen, consumed
not herdsmen, and there were nually.
no cows in the New World until Are cre
early in the 16th century, when was made
the Spaniards brought some, way a.s t
Which liter died out, freezer un
In 4611 Sir Thomas Dale ar- brine freez
rived in Jamestown, ..Va., the 1905, allowi
first permanent English Settle- tion," Selit
ca,eDAL.ra
long way since the
ns produced cOrn-
n 1859. Now, 14
of frozen desserts, ,L
d water ices, are
in this country an-
.,
am in the early days
exactly the same
oday.'s_band-ccanked
til the continuous _ -rtn; NIRAMAN.'
er was invented in ,
ng massive prociuc- t4turk fort easel wzat—n,  ga-
zer says. .4 quart of MAIL good man,
pc,041:4_ changes in Tts for nu-hrttr dark-eyed daughter,—
/
,he -notes,- -came -
ant industry that employs more_tvitbtke imroduction-of pastel-
than 100,000- people and Marion, hornogenizan, the
. . _
counts for nearly 14 per cent of automatic butter churn, the ' THEN AND NOW-Ralph Selitzer,, "'Milk W88 "Cried" through the streets' '
all food shipments in the United creain separater and modern insert, tells the story Of the American , of New York in wagons of this type,
States., packaging methods.
. "In colonial tunes, women -The introduction of pasteuri- d16a1iry1 to the 
from its beginnings in left, in the 1830s. At right, a bottle-
viere the dairy induatry, milk- zation around the turn of 
this he present in a new book, filling operation in a . modern dairy
ing thecows, churning the but- cantury was one -of the major • 
"The Dairy Industry in America." plant. ,
ter, making the cheese," says developments in the industry," '
trade magazine, "Dairy and was really a pretty risky prod- 
and thee the plastic-lined car-Ralph Selitzer„ editor of the Selitzer says. "Beforelhat milk
Ice Cream Field," and author uct. On a farm it was okay if 
ton. And there is still another
of a recently published book, your cow was okay. But bring- 
change in the offing, Selitzer
reports.
"The Dairy Industry in Amer-  hig it  inta_the coy. especially. in "The industry hai found a
"The Commons of New Eng- gerous. Still, pasteurization was
soiornpr, amid really be dan. method tO Pacit'sterifized mlhail"
land that you see today were not readily accepted. People shelf life of of three to six !
in 'fon-liftecT cOntainerf, With a
nulk.had a_ cooketi___nrnt°- When .Yoll_F.e.__.. ready__ 'to
three samples are required," daily milk production, con- pointing out that the Boston The first commereial 
lass. drink it, chill it in the refrig-
erator and it Will be as fresh as
"Usually not more than weight of the cow and-her litzer said in an thterotew,. la-5Tel° —
the day it was sterilized. It's al-says Hess. "However, the eludes Hess. Commons derives its name milk • bottle was produc in
from that use. Battery Park 1880, but milk was still sold in ready being used extensively in
— -was-New York City's common _bulk, from milk cans, well into ,Europe and will be_ test market-
grazi,ng spot: , the I9005;the author says. -But- - ed here in the-next few, yzars.'
--that-Ittrne; - a' -stead's,- 'ter vvas:dripensecl out of white
• caul of isivtntiuns- -
tdolietter-,;--TirvatiliTTs-htes led- to irTilOdern w-b-eers'and blocks. -- - is .40-45
didustrythat produces bulk-  millorran was a casu- per cent of all fluid milk sold.
whole, homogenized, low-fat, alty Of World War II, when the At one time the I4ggest prob-
creased milk Prediction from which determines the protein from Extension 
Specialists et skim, dry, condensed, evapo- government- curtailed deliv- lem was what to do with skim
34 to 48 pounds per cow. level in the grain mix fed. The 
the UK College of Agriculture rated - cream, sour cream, ery." Selitzer relates. "After milk - "they took it and fed it
half and half, cheese, cottage the war times changed, with to She hogs.""Forage testing is not ex- Vecialisr Pinta °at that ha) Day-old bread ind baked cheeser-butter., ice-cream-and inor6 eincrent dts-tilbuttotrah-d _- Selitzer .originally-gsumed.to-
. -Hem, adding that. _the ,ecr",itieunt__Lenonkat rt, the latest and increasingly pop-much PII:41h2 hiCleaS r -feed oods e a a--I-Faby le at a ._a pamptole4 pensive or clifficult,'-- -says III! 11 • • sled • :fiat! a!•
re4pees ntik—pioduction. Igre' g• ular consumer item; yogurt. _ov_er . was readily IleExtension program is - in Your freezer, stock "Yogurt is climbing by leaps • --gocid room available and there were' ef- but it turned into a full-se-ale
,•.












-Can't get but to make
a deposit tQday? No
problem. Now we're as
close to you as your
nearest mail box! You
can do most- transac-
tions by mail for sav-
ings, checking and loan
payments. It's that easy.
We Salute The Murray Nigh School Marching
Band, "National Champs"
up it a bakery outlet and put and bounds," Selitzer says. "In ficient .refrigerators to store project when he found that al-
...extr_afireadin the freezer _for_ the early '60s R was practically it." , . though tnere were books on its
later use. nil as a product_ Today_ per ca-__'±Eventually _ the bottle various segments, there was
pita consumption is over two gave way to -the waxed carton none 
e011
the dairy industry as-a
who/
-Let's Stay WelL  Thy F:11-71114iantiotimetli_ -"We had-a-storehouse 4-ms-
teriifl iri the-rnagazinel flles,
which went back to 1905," says
the.author, who spent three
- years on reseafch.
"And_ I dug Into .agrirulture
-lournals,-history books; univer-
- sity collections and files of pri-
vate dairies, historical, so-
cieties, the Library of Congress




from a ladder recently
while painting their house.
He is on the road to recov-
ery now, but Mrs. A. B.
would like me to Warn _my_
readers about ladder safe-
ty.
A: The old saying that it
is bad luck to walk under a
ladder may be based on the
fa-cf that the use Of a ladder
can be hazardous. It may




(ANSI) conducted a sur-
vey which showed that a
greater percentage of se-
rious falls resulted from
the misuse of ladders than
from-their-structural fail-
ures.
.As,a result of the survey..
findings, the ASNI recom-
mends the ladder cllimber
- include 'the- following-, prt
cautions in its-Use: '
--Meek the Tadder and
be sure that it is in good
condition and can bear the
weight of the climber and
whatever is to be carried -
on the ladder. Take special
care to see if the rungs are
in a good state of repair.
Don't take a chance on a
defective ladder.
-- Wear appropriate
climbing shoes that pro-
vide a secure 'footing.
- Climb facing the lad-
der. Take your time and
avoid missing a rung when
stepping up or down.
- Try to avoid carrying
heavy objects while climb-
ing or descending a ladder,
especially if the objects
require the use of both
hands. If you have to do so,
be very deliberate and
careful to avoid losing your
balance.
- Working from or near
the ladder's top is particu-,
tarty risky and 'should not
be done. Many stools or
Stepladders used in the
Inky'. tip Over. Such reach-
ing increases the chances
of a fall.
- Stay away from elec.-
-laical-wires, especially-if 
you are tisifig a Mete
ladder. Grounding of the
current through the ladder
can bring a fatal shock to
the user.
' - Be certain that the
ladder is evenly and
securely supported top
and bottom. Often a ladder
-is--too shod for-a-parteutas
job, but it is unsafe and
silly, to place the base of
the ladder on top of a box
has an adjustable length so of 15,- * he 'begin dipping
that it can be extended or up ice cream in his father's
. retracted to suit a variety- candy store. He has two daugh-
ters who share his passion forof'jhbS.
Avoid ST ddcr ice cream and . unlike the 51
When you are alone. If you pe-f-Cent of the poPtilatn who
need help. 
prefer vanilla, his favorite fla-have a serious fall, you will
- Take time to he care-
IA( Ladder users often act Ar(r;e7hieee"'-paiisill-p-uiadustblishercr u3' 
5.in-haste. They tend to con- Magazines for Industry.)
centrate on what they are
vor is butter pecan.
doing without paying ade-
quate attention to how they
-are- -doing: -it is -wise-to-
recall that every-climb-CB-ft
potentially lead to a fall.
Animal Health
AYI5 PORA7,__LEAN AMP
..7t/IC) HAS FEWER CALOR/Es, LESS-
MORE.13007ZW-..72YAALZNE
POreK OUR GAWNOPARENTS A7.
_
.:,  Saps. 
 









oft I 0 
'S WEALTH/ER, TOO, MAW'S R2 A Wipe
srzecrtoN A/V/44AL. HEALTH AM? 11117R/7701V
PWODUCTS PROVIDED By MOGERN SCIENCE.
PORK PRODUCERS RELY 0,V DE7A/ZE0
LABEL 11157RUCT/O,V5, AVOWED BY- T/YE
4t4NI/FACTURER AND REM/CATE° BY THE
,c0062 AWO DRUG AGSVMSTRAT/ON OR
THE oi:s. aEPARTMENT A6R/CULTURE, TO
ASSURE THAT AV/MAL HEALTH PRODUCTS
ARE USE° PROPERLy
L. 4- ts- -
• gee amiAL HEALTH NsprurE:5-
SYMBOL., WHICH APPEARS 0,V
home to reach light bulbs 
AwAwy LAtras, rays THE 570RK..
or other high objects are so
.short that wotivolten has .4)„,_
be done by standity on top_
the Isiddel-:-Tris stife-o los "b -woo'
_
ARNINGTON FEED







  ComplettRaboas In Meal or Pellets For AN Unstick
VITA FERIA* SERVICE HEAL/4.41, ARTERS.
HORSE FEED
We Can Mb 10 Your Specifications or Supply Complete Fat
DOG FEED
SPORT MIX — 1R1-17L'
Hunters and Kennel Owners Ask About Our Kennel Price of 500
Lbs and Over Approved By The National Reseerch Council.
EQUIPMENT
IVIIOLISALE DISMIBIITORS
'Fenn EqUipment tioestodi feeders and Weems
Alf1MfAL HEALTH SIPPUES
A full and Complete Line of Products for Prevention Of Livestock
Dtsease Prescription Drugs Available Through Your Veterinarian.
Your Veterinarian Is Trained and Qualified to Discuss Your Animal




RATION FORMULATION  
HERO HEALTH RECOMMENDATIONS
PRE-eix AND FEED ADDITIVE ADVICE




We've got the hottest deals in
' trucks today. And, if your size is
medium, now's the time to try
on a rugged, dependable Load-
star.
Today, Loadstar's got three
ways to help you arrive at your
"one sure decision" -
Economizer, Binder and Sun-
dance. And, one of them is
bound to suit your, medium-
duty truck needs to a "T."
The loadstar Ecorroffrizer is the lowest-priced diesel made in
America. It's a value when you buy it - and it keeps paying off
with dependable performance for years to come.
Few things on wheels are stingier with a gallon of gas than the
Binder. It's specially built for today and today's gas prices.
And if you want to mix business with pleasure, the Sundance
is just what you're looking for. Glossy on the outside, comfort- .
conscious on the inside - Sundance gets the job done with a
special flair.
Economizer. Binder. Sundance. One of them is right for you.
Taylor Motors, Inc.
So 4th St 463-1372
PAGE 10 THE. MURRAY Ky., LEbGER &TIMES, Monday, November 21, 1977
_I
SOUTHMST _CLASS_ --,5ixtti _grade stufie,nis „SckuthweSt .EfeMenb1LY- SChool —
enrolled in Mrs. Ruth Ann Majors' exploratory class, The World of Work, have been in-
volved recently in a project of studying various job dusters and the different oc-
cupations included-in each Ouster: The students then selected a career that they were
interested in and gave a presentation to the class. Some brought in materials necessary
to their job while others dressed up to,further illustrate their career. Various jobs
.epresented,were real estate agent, zoo attendants, professional basketball and foot-
ball players, mechanic, service station attendants, nursing truck driving ballet,
teaching farming, and a lady veterinarian. Boys in the top picture are, left to right, stan-
ding Danny Goode, Billy Lov ins, Steve Adams, Billy Collins, Chris Sheridan, seated, Brad
Kenyon, Charles Deering, Tony Tinsfey,,and AndY fobs :Girls in the bottom picture are,
left to right, standing, Bonnie Hutchens, Tammy McClure Cindy Anderson, Sheila
Alex-ander, Shannon For;:i, Lisa Overby. Renae Wilson seated, -Lori Manning, Linda






















Richard A. Scott, Rt. 1
Murray, Tommy L. Guthrie,
808 N. 18th., Murray, Miss
Lori L. Rushing, 1401 Henry,
Murray, Virgil L. Brewer„
1507 London, Murray, Mrs.
Ruth A. Paschall, 1703
Melrose, Murray, Mrs.
Patricia J. Richardson, 1414-B
Stadium View, Murray,
Michael Smith, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Robert L. Henley, 509 Cherry,
Murray, Lester L. Workman,
1004' Walnut, Murray, Mrs.
Eura E. Washburn, 411 S. 8th.,
Murray, Mrs. Willene Myers,
Rt. 4, Benton, Mrs. Kate C.
Coats, Rt. 2, Puryear, Tn.,
Mrs. Lonie T. Eldridge, 214
trvan, Murray, Mrs. Jessie B.
Valentin, Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs.
May McClure, 300 Woodlawn,
Murray, Elmus T. Tyler, Rt.
3, Murray, Herbert S.
Robertson, 1010 Calloway,
Murray, Bert A. Garland, Rt.
1, Bx. 144, Kirksey, Thomas J.
Elkins, Rt. 6, Murray.
Ehollolleasegotiop
-SHOP EARLY, SAVE NOW













-The ivy of giving is-Vours with our STA-21 AM-PM.stereo
receiver,..,LAB-52 changer with base, mag. cart. and two
space-saving Minimus-4 speakers
SYSTEM ABOVE WITH CASSETTE
DECK
11112$S=4 459" 408"
Realistic SCT-15 record play with dual VU
meters tape counter and Dolby • noise reduction
SYSTEM ABOVE WITH 8-TRACK
DECK-
Realistic TM-802 record, play with dual meters,
tape timer and Dolby noise reduction
ADD MORE ENJOYMENT WITH
8-TRACK OR CASSETTE TAPE DECK
STA-2000 AM-FM stereo receiver,
precision LAB-300 be,h-drive7turntabie, .
two Optimust! T-100 tower speakers.
•75 watts per channel. rnm RMS at 8 ohms from 20-20.000 Hz.
won no more than-0 25% T HO •
SYSTEM ABOVE WITH CASSETTE
DECK
R" 'PE' 159" 1,028
Realistic SCT-15 record play with dual VU
meters, tape counter and Dolby' noise reduction
RealisjirTft--807 reM(d., play with dual meters,
tape timer and Dolby noise reduction
SHOP THE SHACK FOR HI-Fl ACCESSORY SAVERS AND REGULAR VALUES!
Realistic PRO-10 for clean 20-20,000
Hz. Adjustable vinyl headband and











damped cueing, S-shape tonearm, dust
cover Compare, you'll buy!






; ... on 
LoOk
. sqn w, Your
h'egittboihood 
PRICES V.Aft"litaMVIDUAt. SiA fatvtStON OF IAAIDY CDIVP1:7RAllers--
Mon.-Sat. 10-7
-102




12 11 $ 9 9
WNOLE OR SUM .
Fresh Ham 
FULLY COOKED









Boston Roll Roast 
Igo I I IM CCOST-CUTTEI COUPON]I IHI IIIIWORTH S2.00 OFF







Juice Oranges_ 1 OlIcr $1
14001111/51 FANCY
Anjou Pears Ls. 394
ASSORTED (511101 POT)
Thanksgiving Mums u.$299










FANCY WILL PE PIPERS OR
Cucumbers 















111)4AWINULTIN ADVERTISE 11 AT ALL POSSIBLE:It due to
conditions beyond our control we run out of an advertised
special, we substitute a comparable brand at a similar
savings or give you a Rain pack for No advertised special
at the special price anytime within 30 days. WE GUARANTEE
WHAT WE SELL. If you me over dissatisfied- with a Kroger









-2 Krogh 1 Ilea
Prices effective thru Nov 24th
quontory right reserved Copyrftet 1977
The Kroger Co,
113.0411. tirade 'A'





























Crisieat ROHS 1- NU: $ 1 •
REAL CRUJA
Kroger Topping  59'









t WORTH 9.00 OFF Ei
TOWARD PINKNAll Of ONE =
= "Oreclon" Petters Steamers ".•
= BEVERAGE SERVER:
 1111111111111111111111d





























0, tr,,vt ovp00 and '10.00' porthole excludmg 'terns- prohibited by *OW fOuscouPon and 510.00 Psychos* toittudtwg tterTO Wetter/Lett
•w and in addition to the cos, of C OUD0f1 merchandise Subierl to min law ond in addition to the cost of coupon merchandise Subi•ct to
applicable to.es km0 one Expires Nov 74th. _ 41.11p ik appiicable taxes. Limit one Expires Nov 24th 'Ill
1 I I
$10 PURCHASE ENTITLES YOU TO BOTH COUPONS 
7}-7-
 2 "1- .$1 -'TIS.•










e .1, I AN SLAM Olt COMA,
.P I Kraft Dressing
tern.$ 1 39 Cascade
  601. CANS
RISCIERIANWS








DittyCream. lit ;VP; Gravy Trio Fresh Pock— Psi = .4. Adult Poi- n ___ ------ .7=
IMM
1111M1 





STICKS MID MIP AMP
an
▪ BAG 
E. II 02 .
MEP ▪.6.
- = leo Cr.$1 29
- iai H$565 
LI. 
seemin
lpil OGZ. 41c. _:= .
MI with this coupon. Limit one with this coupon limit one. 41▪  = wrth the coupon. Limit n =with this coupon Limo





































32 of. Bottles Pies Deposit
EXCEPT FROM MIDNIGHT
WE ARE OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY SATURDAY 'TIL 8 A.M. SUNDAYSHOP WHEN IT IS CONVENIENT FOR YOU!





ledger & Times 
DepartmentsAre As Follows
y auot





on onW the Business
Office _may. .be
reached on 7 5 3 -








copies. Made from any
size into any size,
Wallets low as 24 cents,
8 x 10 2.40. Fast-oerviee, • -
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
- let, it* our rear on-
- trance. _ _
FOR THAT SPECIAL
- gift, check _out _the_
Goodman Residence Orl
Tom Taylor Road.
Original ofli, 0:00 up.
Print, 15.00 and 20.00







. 16 Sun god
• 16 Beet animal






















; 45 Work at
ones trade
C4Oltliag



















WHER_E. IS Paradise? Is
Jesus -Chrfil in
Paradise? If n, where
is Jesus Christ? For the
- ---answersita;these And
Any other questions that
might arise Clea the
pages of the only in-
struction book inspired
by God for the use of his
peopile, The Holy Bible. -










WELL BE BUYING fur
Monday thrityugl3e,
Sanas:fig anytime lifter-
, 12 noon for 2 months. 641
South-en- Tom Taylne
Road. Wretch for sign,
M. W. Henry 753-5670.
•
NELDA JONES is now
working at 7:Iorthwood
Beauty Salon. Highway
641 North. For ap-
pointment call 759-1242
DAY CARE will open for
night service, 8.30 p.m. ---
a.rif. Friday and




beautiful Ky. Lake is
open- Friday, Saturday
anti Sunday till 8 p. m,
for your dining pleasure.
Call 436-5496.
5 Lost And Found
FOUND ADULT female.





POSS 1 RisiF. stuffing









- rink, wrestling match
'and musical sholifs.
-Li-ittr--Male Siamese cat
in Hazel area. Answers
to Rascal. Has a crooked _
tail and black collar
with vaccination tag. If
found please phone. 498-
8438. Reward offered.
LOST SMALL BLACK
Cock-A-Poo in vicinity of




old girl: After- school
until 5 p. m. in South-
west rSchoorD1strict.
Call p624181 ask for
Shirley Jameson.
COOKS, fountain, car
hops Apply in person
Sonic Drive In, Murray,
Ky.
TEACHER NEEDS baby
sitter for one year. old




Call 7534481. - 7264. -
510U-It NEED- -is -par --
concern. NEEDLINE,
hfUSICIANS wANTED- to
hue taetjn F otter
Gibson, dr MusicMan
Guitars & Amps. Save at
















1 7 Periods of
time
,S}utrblackbirdrn
24 war god -
25 Guido s high
note
27 So be its
-
a-n-avrer togattkray'il:ruiga-
instriiment. _ 55 Greek letter
36 Meadow -56 P-art of -to
37 Scandinevor --
42 Bridge 57 Stalemate
44 Priest's 59 Chinese
vestment distance
2813itcher s 46 Shouts Measure
infraction 48 Ire 62 Faroe
29 Undergarment 49 Walks Islands
30 Tax unsteadily whirlwind
32 Ancient - 51 insect eggs 64 Symbol for
musical 54 Leave Out Cerium
5 ,•: ..._:,5._ 7-. a- --9. _JO_ •-".

































45 at ,-.-.• 47 48 49 :* ...:•:.
• 50.".5_1" :,?:-.4i57
•
- 2 54 55
'5 C '5 7 59 .•:•:r60










WHAT'S BEETLE - JUST' FOUNO OUT
GRUMBLING j SARGE HAS BEEN














ro W ArK NS' -
Products.T 1Geaet 
Holman Jones, 217 30uth




NEED SOMEONE to do




Top salary and fringe
benefits. Send resume; to
Box 3tv-, Murray.




ANP WHEN- BEETLE PUTS
IN A WHOLE PAY GOOFING





































both- in. -gOod Woriing
- *order: 35.00, 10.00. Call
7534557 after 5 p. m.
-- ELECTROLUX sales and
service. _CalL_TmlY-!
Montgomery, 7534710




'ugh, price 39.50: Write
_ Martha_liopner, Route










for profit. Free Data-
WORM WORLD, Mu -
South • Josephine.,
Denver, ColOrado 00210
or call Mr. James.
collect_ -.4.3433)-7711-104
PROFITABLE LOCAL- -



















-from 5,000 tcr 500,000.
NeW business start up.
Call 502-8854795 bet-







surgical, X-ray and cobalt,
other extended benefits. NO
AGE UAW. Pays in addition to
all other insurance. For fur-
ther information sae Wayne
Wilson at 202 South 4th or
-cell 7R-3213, _
14 Want To Buy
STANDING ITMIlEft-rby-
- Uthe acre or footage. Call STOM MAHE
498-8757. MATTRESS for antique
beds or campers. ,Buy
direct from factoland
save. See their elegant
Bamboo, Wicker and
Brass. furniture. Wises
West Ky. Mattress and
Furniture 1136 South
3rd, Paducali, Phone 1-
1G7323:-
- HOUSE OF THOUSANDS
Needleart Center, South
_ 16th _Street in ,
Mathis-re; now har
Paternayan Tapestry
yarns in - stock, also
,PateriniFtut!. ••3
Persian. Materials
counted stitch, cross ,
stitek-creiel-,--and
embyodery.
Latch hook in 28
designs, knitting and
crochet yarn. Kits and
accessories for all your
.needlearts.
19 Farm Equipment
MF 135 DIESEL tractor.





to purchase at LEACH'S
MUSIC & TV in Paris.
WE BUY used trailers.
Call 1-442-1918 or after 5,
443-8515.
'--WANT TO BUY 14 ineh




15 Articles For Sale
SAVE LH on latest tapes
ig albums. Everyday
discount prices at
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
In ParY-
OAK AND HICKORY
firewood for sale. $15
and up. Will deliver. Call
753-2359.
SPA r.ri PIECE drum set.




Boulevard urge you to
hurry and lay-away that
Pioneer Car Stereo for
-Christmas tieguareirite•
._ Daye the. Pioneer you
want. Pioneers great
demand nationwide this
y- ear ha e elready caused
a shortage on some
iiinidels. Some come on




21 Mobile Home Sales
FOR SALE 5 acres of
fenced with net wire, 3
bedroom trailer 12x60




INikling good for garage
or shop. Good well and

















TRAILER AND BIG lot -
near school. Cadre1 air
and heat. 120.00 per
month, and depoalt. CR -
• 436-2658.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 7534280.
32 Apartments For Rent
CANT, furnished,.













sizes.. all densities. ,Cut
to your specs. West Ky.









disposal and a Magna
& TV.
. 



















BABY BED, $10, Baby
walker, $5. Carry-all
seat, $1.00. Call 753-3248.
N drums $5.00
each w removable
tight fi end lids. Ky.
Candy Co., Alen°, Ky.
ZENITH T.V. SALE.
Trade paw and save. All "
color T.V.'s bought*
between now and
Christmas get free 1
year service. Sissons
Zenith Sales and Ser-
vice, 18 miles West of






Immediate opening for an eiperienced property
-and casualty sdjtOtOr-46V-Z6OTW-estertilry.  repnic
tbig to our Madisonville office. Candidate should be
people oriented, possess good written and verbal
skills and have at least 2 years Multi-line adjusting- 4
exposure.
Position offers company car, attractive salary,
good fringe benefits and a rewarding career. ('-n-
tact:
Tom Noyanec, Meridian Mutual Insurance Company,
2955 N. Meridan St., Indianapolis, lad, iCallOsllect), _J17-923-6171
4iefkloai4)pportnnity Employer -
34. Houses For Rent
RENT - MODERN farm
lame; Vail to. *ail -
carget,.sionefireplaces,
 lar-ge-- -set een
backyard, orchard,
grape vineyard, garden
• space. 13 miles from
Murray. 200.00 per
month. Ca11453-7987.







rent, pasture land also
available. Call- Mike
Brannack 753-8850
between 8 and 5.






for sale Call area code
901-232-8892




wanted an immaculate 3
bedroom brick, built-in
kitchen with breakfast
area plus dining area,
'Franklin fireplace in
den, well decorated,
carpeted, priced in the
low 30's. Now- we've
found it, we can't find
Laverne. Are you in-
terested? Call 753-





MSU. Owner will con-
_eider _financing with- 25'
per cent down. A chance
of a life time...Call
now.. .Loretta -Jobs
Retaken 753-1492.





Located. -6 miles from
Murray. This 3.




is situated on ILI acres
with lots of shade trees












On beidelftll weeded lot
near the university.
O treader- kir AM




much more. Priced to
sell fast! Mit. Phone
Koppernd Realty, 753-
1222. We are working
hard to provide the best
- possible-service-la you. '
•••
tharbet la-











and -Green- -Plains - • .
diorchRrumi  _Measures__
• 1.74 acreis---Adidne,UTS -.-.---,
Railroad right-of-way on





$1750 IS THE full price for
the residential building
lot on US-641, 5 miles
South of Idneray.
.,Measures 300 ft. deep
and has 85 ft. frontage








SMALL FARM - 40 '
acres, some bottom --
land some MCWItrnber..
Pour room house, good
mobile home, good
tobacco barn and stock 11
barn. Tobacco base
available. Located N.W.
--, of Murray. Phone ,
Koiiiserturitellq;
1222 or visit our office at
911 Main.
DESIGNED FOR living
- Over 2,000 sq. ft.
Includes 3 bedrooms, 2
baths,- family room w-




redwood deck: Call 753-
3263 Wilson Ins. & Real
Estate anytime.
120 ACRES - Completely
fenced with most cross-
----fenced, 92 acres ten-
dable. Has wet!. stock
- -bark -tobacco- been
base. Located on
Tucker-Garland "'Mad.
• Plione-Wilsea -Ins. &


































































kitchen with lots of
cabinets kil• Mom. 'A den
big on space for Dad and
the WS. 3wo. full baths .11111_,AEOBEL,GriL4X1L___
eliminates thet rush automatic, power
hour waiting. For those BY OWNER, 2.1asseoom 'Steering, 302 V4-niot6r.
_ with green thumbs, a 150 frame in Rkleaey.- eau -Good gas mile-ago=
_.6_2A0. la. This nasiely_489-2192. Ashley woo& stove_
new brick home is only  without jacket. Call 436-
minutes from city on Old FOR . SALE BY . 221:4-
--Salem- -Read. 
 mum, shortpeteed---OWAWnbedroom--na," •fielovireplacement at house. Near university. FORD
$39,950. See it without Priced in 20'11-Sall /53m 
paint; Iterea, radlo,- . 
wheel base, custom
•delay. Boyd Majors 8726 after 5 p.m..
tape Call 753-2636 after"Real Estate, 105 N. 12th, 





901 Sycontore Norm, Ky.
brick, l bath,
economical; gas central 
1973 PONTIAC Grand t
heat, electlicat central 
Am. _Rocly in gor#1. 
air condition. Wall tO 
With ex-
wall carpet. Three wallfr eelleat motor. Call 753- " EF JOIN POWEL.L. ANSWkRs,
in closets, attached • 
garage and doable -iparitie_cseirseiet. tea,'
concrete driveway. 1701HOUSE AND 4 acres -  fully equipped. Call 753-
Newly...listed executive c,,Malm,thsalia, 35,9°°•00- CO _3632.
home located four miles' - 14.11°U°. .
west ' of Murray near - 1970 AMC Hornet, 4 door,
Southwest Elementary HOUSE AND LOT for 6 cylinder. 750.00. Call
- School: Home features 4 sale. Located in town. 753-4917.
bedrooms, 2' -baths, Sell cheaper than rent.
family room with Call_ 74-566 -
fireplace, formal dining
room; fenced backyard,
otitside storage building 1975 850 Norton Corn-
and many extra fine mando motorcycle, has
--P1100-e -X-op- electric start. Front ant 2570-
__persdRes4,_rs3-12mee______rear disc brakes-Only _ 
conie - by our con- his MO miles, like new. MS FORD ELITE, white
_ _ Kenignuy _located office 1,475.00. Also have 1973 with green vinyl top.
at 711 Main Street fee 
Harley Davison 74, has Many extras anA new Squarebicli:' 43ood 
''owner Call 76212154
between 8:30 and 5 p.m.condition. Automatic,assistance. in any real all -accessories. .Real Urea co 753-7545. 
ifixeinties..--walsellfor- 1$74 CAPRICE, I ovelier-, 
radial tires, 995.00. 1971
Gmc, pickups rictutnt 1972 OLDS Toronado. Allestate matter. good condition, has 
2,200.00. Call '7534664. excellent. Call 753-6648. wa_cond2.51t96iou,1_,350.00. 
to150)7-veanadiaLte:i.avsoe
1014 SUZUKUT-400*. Cafe itileADRLACEldariKkt=: 
.Y.01 COAL „Alive. Only














on new engine power steering, win- Murray Manor 
' - dows, brakes. AM-FM ment F-7.900:00. Call 759-1012. WHITE CAMPER SALF-9
radio, lock and ad-




11 ll MI 1
18 lb la. - _.1 
slis , C*8-4364411
- -7"----leathet- seats. 850.00. - --i-nd --eg isdia:.c,"-an ma.
S
• 
:iires:ugiociocd rcrerfir.ndition. ,i_i_7_5___hs__a_ samGw7, _A.  
modets-andbe ready225, full -power, new
justable steering, all
. 1241 aftir 4_1,,R...
1972 CAPRICE, _4 speed both Starcraft and Fan.
encyclopedias 44,000 spring. Bank financing
-*-- 'fall- prices on new -78
• up. Take ash:outage of
authorized dealer for
Travel trailers and pop
miles, 9reur-nrer- and available:- Located 4
. .. 
13 f---2---, "lir . 9550p.. 00m. Call. 7534141 after
batierY• 35-30 mpg- Call miles East of Murray onCUCUM-
after 4.  Highway 94. Call 753-
BELL PEPPERS . Ire -$1.00 1971 GRAND PRIX, low- 0605... 1978 TOYOTA Celica• • - ----- Hat-chback, 6 speed ,- • ' mileage; °net:Ilene: T112-
BILL JONES 305 S. 12th ----- milAM-FMea_ 4500' als".0,71/ca112°74°°53: -"liVexheelmue'd 4andhuy,..ak+ft"."-,7V.L , .-:-:TRIAle.sIELRENR.1:1:Tco5litervirLiecte
----Ca-a-Buy From
 . 0948 aft-WS li.-m-. - - -4331.
department at 1-24 and
Route 68. Cadiz, Ky. Call
522:-8507 • -
ORANGES
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=MINN
PROTEST PROOF! -
The whole family will





Since 1 9 5 6-
753-5646
49 Used Cars la Trucks
CLASSIC Ifit,5 , Ford
Mustang. Good con-







500, 2 door automatic,
air condition, 350.00.
Pioneer chain saw,
115.00. Call after 5, 489-
HAN* UP. "
49. Used Cars & Trucks 49 Used Cars & Trucks
1976 TRANS AM, white od-11173,PLYMOUTH Custom
white with red doeskin Suburban Station
interior. T-Top, AM-FM, Wagon. Good -condition
tape. 37,000 actual with good set of tires.
miles. Call 759-1696 after NI Oa. Phone_ 354417.-
5 p. m.
1971 GRANDVILLE
1973 MONTE CARLO, Pontiac, good condition.
Reasonable price. Call2,200.00. Excellent
condition. Call 767-6561, 436-5687 or 436-2318.
between 12:30 and 5 p.
- 1976 MONTE CARLO,En.
Landau- foadeek Et




We cater to your needs




















1000 Sq. Feet of R-19
.Call ANDY ANDERSON
149-11120
--Ft5r Your Insulation Ne‘?•-is













- 1 L L - - ft-A .0
DRIVEWAY gravel or
-decorative rock or stuck




(This alphabetized page win run weekly -dip it from




Hwy. 641 -6 Miles South

























Neese, wail, who, sower,
,rimor mei eseeteill sea old
etc
753-5703


































-Steliniclein one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4x10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
$8.00. Call 753-1335.
ELECTRICAL WIRING -
home or industrial. Call
Charles tooksey after 6
p.m. 436-5896.
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land creared of
stumps' We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and. chips.
Call forsfree estimate,





steam .or dry foam
method. Servicemaster
pas beers cleaning the
finest homes for over 30
years, and are Number 1
in the professional
- cleaning easiness today.
Call Servicemaster, 753-
- Mt roclif *
cuptiney. This is a fine home in -a beautiful set-
ting, Priced to sell.-,
LAKESIDE HOME
TliVeirrryea r ro unclbome on tine Tot.
Garage and boat storage - patio and sun deck -2
wood burning fireplaces
LAKE VIEW COTTAGE
In Lakeway Shores. Insulated, excellent con-
dition, 2 lots. Ideal for retired couple.
Frame 2 bedroom home on Rt. 121 - large lot.
$18,000.
Lots
We have a wide selection of building lots.
Located on Rt. 121, In Wiswell, In Kennianna and
Pine Bluff Shores, in Panorama Shores, on Irvin
Cobb Road, in Lynnwesod Estates, Meadow





by Sears save on these
ligh_heat„mal_coollag,___
bills Call Dbug taylor







TRICIAN and gas in-
__atallation _ ._11.11L -do--
plumbing, heating and .
sewer cleaning. Call 753-.
7203:
FEN_CE__SAItEs at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor










- specifications. • Call
Doug Taylor at 753-7310


















ficient service. NO job














by saving you money.
Call 759-1820.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning'. Call John





Atfiñlihlng. 16 years- ex-













guaranteed. Call • or
- Write Morgiiii
struction Co., Route 2,
Doe 409A. Paducah, Ky




tically new 3 bedroom brick only minutes to town
"onItrN1Th'quaHty home offers you the best-in
central gas heat and central air, drapes and car-
peting throughout. Priced right to sell quickly.
Act now. '
105 N. 121h Street
753-80110
B0,1121!!!)RS
THE PROFESSIONAL OFFICE WITH THE FRIENDLY Tpuar:
Warren Shropshire 753.8777
Mara Moody 753-9036
















Foil selection of lot quality







Company Inc. Air con-
dition sales and ser-






TWO PUPPIES, 8 weeks
old, Pakingsma.-411111
be small dogs. Call 763-
5923.
ONE FEMALE, 5 males,
healthy, happy, pups are
looking fora nice family
to adopt. Should be
small dogs when grown.










In Skop:Spraying Of Tartiterniterellkirtiers
.Paritlet Lot 5triplag
RR Jab Taatantaar Tao Small _




Get ready for winter in this 3 bedroom ranch
home with. Central
fireplace, 'ättidieff garage iiigood west side
leCatien. Priced in the mid 30's. Let us show you






George Gallagher 753-3129 Geri Andersen 753-7932
Harry Patterson 492-8302 MN Koppered 753-1222
Bill Rayburn 7534474
To BUY--See US! To SELL--List with US!
NEW HOME
3 bedrooms - carpets - central air and heat, 137   PRICE REDUCED
baths, quality construction, ready-for- oc- - $3,000 - Brick veneer - 2 mileffrom town= 3 or 4
bedrooms, '2 hathg, raRres - large workshop-,
much more. Call us today.
NEARLY NEW
-10..•
-13dr-into:Leer ri ha.dr0nm 1-tt _13.a
nice shade trees -2 miles from town.
2 New Brick
Veneer , 3 bedroom homes almost completed.
Surburban living at reasonable prices.
Store building on 1 acre or more - building and
grounds without stock and fixtures, $22,000.
MOBILE HOMES
12 x 60 - on large lot - 611,750 Lakeway
Shore Subdivision.
12 x 50 - 13/4 mi. from university $5,500. Includes




Forest ShouWers Chester Thomas Fulton E. Young
753-8071 ' 75,3:11.274 • 753-4946. .
Rt. 5 Box 215
753-7333
^
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Mrs. Vida Skaggs, former
resident of 622 Ellis Drive,
Murray, died Saturday at 3:45
p.m. at the McLean County
Hospital, Calhoun. She was 87
_years if_age_
Born February 27, 1890, in
Galloway County,-she was the
daughter of the late Duncan
Hutchens and Ada Tennessee
Turner. She was a member of
. Grace Baptist Cb.uzch,
Murray.
Mrs. Skaggs is survived by
one son, the Rev. Harold-
Skaggs, Calhoun; two st,ep
daughters, Mrs. Annie
Lawler, Byrdstown, Tn., and
Mrs. 011ie Scott, Martin, Tn.;
two step sons, James Skaggs,
toalettsviIle„ 'Tn., and the
Rev. 'Thurman Skaggs,




_ two _grandsons, James and
Donny Skaggs, Calhoun; ten
step grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at two p.m. at the
- -Grace Baptist Church with the
Rev. R. J. Burpoe and tbe
Rev. Thurman Skaggs of-
ficiating. Music will- be by
Truman Skaggs and Datha
Howell.
Burial *ill follow in the New
Concord Cernetery with the
arrangeMenti by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home
where friends may call until
one P.m. Tuesday when- the





Otis D. Walker died Sunday
at 8:40 p.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah. He was 66
" crf age' ands-resident-of
21.06 Cairo Rola; Paducah:
The Paducah man was a
member of the Lone - Oak
Primitive Baptist Church in
Calloway County. He was a •
retired employee of the
e4ine aratif a etu r ing -
Company:
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Loudean Walker; one
daughter, Mrs. Gayle Joslyn,
- and two sons, -Charles 0.
Walker and Gene D. Walker,
all of Paducah; three sisters,
Mrs.-Troy (Elaine) Vance and
Mrs. Elizabeth Dowdy,
Murray Route Three, and
Mrs. Hontus Mitchell, Murray
Route Two; one. brother,
Leonard Walker, Murray
Route Three; eight grand-
- children. -
The flinaral will be held
Wednesday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with - Elder
Arlie .. Larimer officiating:
NepTievis will serve as
pallbearers and burial will
-follow --in--the- - Lone Oak
Cemetery in Calloway County.
-Friends may call at thz
funeral home after six p.m.
Tuesday.
STOCK MARKET
Prices of stick of local interest at noon
EDT..10daLi1rniSbe4. to the L.edger_&
Times by First of Michigan, Corp • of














Franklin Mint 8 - .
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
nmes by I M. Simon Co. of Murray are
as follows
Indus 3y , -217
•
Air Products 271/2 uric
Am Motors 4., 4-54
Ashland Oil
AT&T 61 .- 54
Ford Motor Co 44 -L.
Gen Dynamics 49 +
Gen Motors 6514 -1/2
Gen Tire . 21.4 -1/2
Goodrich 22
Gulf Oil , 275. unc




Western Unio- 17.ii 4-
fiernt13-44*4.s, 14% tete
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
November 21.1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market.
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 1/12 Est 600 Barrows &
4 Gilts .50-.75 higher Sows 50-1 50 higher
US 1-2 200-2301bs . 1•39 754(1 00
839 50-39 75US 13 200-240 I bs
US 2-4 240-f601b3 838.50-39.50
US 3,4 200-2130 lbs .50
Sows
US 1-2 770.350 lbs. 32.00?I', -3 Sao-sooltas i 00-31 00
.1M-3500450 -132:00:33, .01Vew 33.50
. US .   32Pno--30 ""'"
Boars 24 00-
Ralph L. Jones Is
Dead At Age 55;
Funeral Tuesday
Ralph L. Jones of Mayfield
Route One, Tn-City com-
munity, died at his home early
Sunday morning. His death
was sudden and he had
worked until: eight p.m.
Saturday. . _
The deceased was 55 years
of age, was an employee of
Airco Alloys, Calvert City, and
was a member of the Lynn-
Ale Chinch of Chilat. 13B-rn
July 4, 1922, in Calloway
County, he was the son of Mrs.
Vada Lillian Lassiter Jones
Gaertner, who survives, and
the late Toy William Jones
who died in 1937. His step-
father, Audy Gaertner, died
June 20;- -1966. One- son,
Michael Jones, died at the age
of 20 from injuries slidaloeli in
an automobile accident on
April 28, 1968.
Mr. Jones is survived by-his
wife, Mrs. Polly Alton Jones;
his mother, Mrs. Vada
Gaertner, one daughter, Mrs.
Jimmy Cindy)( Gills, ll of
Mayfield Route One; one son
Anthony Jones, Murray Route
Two.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Bro.
William -Hardison and Bro.
Kenneth Hoover officiating.
Burial' will follow -in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Church, Sinking Spring
Baptist Church, and the Oak
Grove Baptist -Church will be
held Wednesday, nvember
23 sr seven p. m. at the Salem -
Church.
The message will be by the
Rev. Phillip Mansfield, pastor
of Oak Grove. Scripture and
prayer will be by the Rev.
Lawson Williamson, pastor of
Sinking Spring. The, welcome
will be by the Rev. Virgil
Blankenship, pastor of Salem.
Specia,t music will be by the
youth choirs of Sinking Spring
andSaleniClItkrA1eA-
The public' is invited to
Friends may call, at- the-attend_-.-,these servic_es, a
funeral home. church spokesmansaid. .
Your Individual
Horoscope
 Frances Drahe 
FOR TUFSDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 1977
What kind of day will and lofty inspiration to help you
tomorrow be? To find out what put over most ideas and plans
the stars say, read the forecast now. A good day, under Uranus'
given for your birth Sign. - generous influence.
It r-
---ayer20--Uilftr. 20) ''%1Io•A:- -
I Mir. 21 to Apr. 20 ) ' 0-----8- — . -19ruier assists aliT -friendly
-A good word -from the right
source may enable you to attain
the recognition you believe you
deserve now. You have just
cause for optimism. .
TAURUS 
tcia,-74 Apr. 21 to May-'21't- tir• : -
-Satisfactiry gains- indicated
in present undertakings but day
associates may be the biggest
factors on your side now. With
better-than-average influences, -
you can-achieve more than yo.41
probably anticipate.
•
_ YOU.- RORN TODAY _ are --
-endowed with- great—physical
vitality, and mental vigor, too.
will not be good for starting new You often .surprise-yourself, as
ventures. well as others, at the power
GEMINI - thrust of which you are capable.nrizyMay 22 to _June - A stalwart soul, you can also be
Stars promise benefits from adamant and inflexible at
past efforts as well as sur- times. In emergencies, you act
prising developments — and swiftly and accurately. Shun
achievement — in recently tendencies toward overin-
stagnant areas. dulgenee in pleasures, ex-
CANCER citement and gambling since,
(June 22 to July 234 €06--1) once the native of Scorpio takes
You may, encounter a few td the —primrose ;path," it is
baffling situations: Remain almost impossible for him to
undisturbed, neither return to the mainstream of an
overanxious. -nor careless. A orderly life. Don't waste your,
late-day inspiration should help potentialities, which are many
you clear things up. inthe theater,
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
A brand nevi financial start
indicated — accompanied by
high hopes, which CAN be
realized. You must take the




( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23i 111)4'4''e-1
,MiAed influences, mixed
possibilities. How you react to
opposition and unexpected
obstacles will tell the tale.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Arl.
Don't wait too long before
making up your mind in mat-
ters where the time element is
25% -% important. Highly favored:
• 4". creative interests, travel,
39,15Z 4;4. _romance,
41% -L. SCORPIO
feet.-24-to- Nov. 22) rkitfr- 2721. Generous stellar influences
.10 unc stimulate your adaptability and
inventiveness; heighten your26*, 
-
imagination. Much can be29 L4
 19t, accomplished on a day like this!
391. SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 'fit
Sudden, unexpected moves,
abrupt speech, unconventional
action could get you into dif-
ficulties and disturb the smooth
accomplishment you could have
otherwise. Be alert!
CAPRICORN 
i(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 'd.kkfr
Day awaits YOUR move.
Stellar influences are fairly
generous, but you may run into
some complex situations which
will require exceedingly good
judgment to solve. - -
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)












s frowelewt41 -44 %mellow
literature, music, aviation and
statesmanthip. Birthdate of:
Mary Ann Evans Cross (George
Eliot1, Eng. poek novelist;




Directors will hold their
monthly meeting tonight
( Monday ), at seven p. m. in









today resigned as head-
football coach at Murray State
University after 11 .years in
that position.
"Bill.has done -a yeoman job
in upgrading the football
program at the university_and.
earning for it the same-kind of
respectability and distinction
hat previously
A•tarne'cl for our track program.
His 60 wins tieshim with Roy
Stewart as -the winningest
coach in university history.
His teams have given our fans
some thrilling games and
great moments of pride as in
our Saturday win at Bowling
Green.
"While a coach's won-loss
record is known by -all sports
sonle .2ducb resulted in
Accidents Reported
Murray Police report three said, failed to observe the -
accidents during the Weekend, motorcycle, striking . the
vehicle in the war. Karen
injuries, according to a police Barnett, a Murray State
spokesman. - University, student, was a
Murray Police cited a Route passenger on the Lowe
Z; Murray, -man with driving vehicle.
while intoxicated and Kathy Orr, 12, Route 6,
carrying no insurance, after Paris, was treated 4and
the.car he was driving struck released from Murray-
a motorcycle in the rear about Calloway County Hospital
2.30 a.m. Sunday on U.S. 641 Friday following a three
Vehicle .11Cenlent..01) 10th end .
DriVer of, the motorcycle Sycamore.
was Clifford E. Lowe, Route 2, Police said the accidenl
Calvert qty. According to the occured when -Thomas E.
police spokesman, both Stokes, 70, driving south on
vehicles were moving in the 16th, collided with a vehicle
same direction. Orten, police driven by Evelyn L
1312 Itrkwood. Also involved
in the collision was a vehicle
-driven by Celia M. Key, 37,
1616 Sycamore. Young Orr







A joint Thanksgiving ser-4and released- -Mitzi Reddia,
vice of the Salem Baptist 16, a passenger in a car driven
by Paul K. McGinnis, Route 2,
Murray, which was involved
in a collision with another
vehicle driven by Ruth. Hall,
Springer-Hall, Mueray Slate
University, at Chestnut and
16th Saturday morning. Police
said the McGinnis vehicle was
east bound across "five
points" when the Hall vehicle
turned into its path.
Panama Canal• • • (Continued From Page I
• -
passage of the Canal at all times
without regardtO thelype of propulsion
or cargo ourcacorrniecitin:uing
freedom of action
:to raaintaintby r-R,I1Rr.a neutrality will
not be limited by the Treaty."
A strong point in COACT' krgurnent
for treaty ratification was that every
president since Harry S. Truman has
supported anew Panama Canal Treaty
and that present support for the treaty




reason for ratification of the new treaty
was that it would enhance the U.- S.'s
foreign policy position.
We will be risking all our relations
in the Western Hemisphere for some
benefits I do not understand,"
-Kissinger said. Kissinger added that
the strength of the Presidency must
represent sufficient authority to con-
duct effective foreign policy.
"Fortign policy is for all Americans,
"Kissinger said, "not for one political •
, •
Those attending the rally, composed
of private citizens from every state in
the nation, were urged to go back home
and disseminate the facts_ on _the.
treaties in an effort to _insure
ratification by the Senate.
An informal packet containing such
things as suggested "letters to the
editor," coilunents on the canal treaties
from key government figures, sample
-speeches, radio-and tv announcements,
etc., was diitributed to those attending
SU Coach. . .
the rally. Included in-the packet was a
cover letter which gave the com-
mittee's position on the c nal treaties in
the f ollowing statement : , '
"TheAtreattes are_ important to this..
licountry's future; they do assure the
security trf the Canal and permit the
United States to employ its military
capability to guarantee Canal
neutrality and passage in perpetuity;
they do not require that this country
pay any Sum of money to PIIIIEMIll but -
rather that the 'income thst nation will
receive will come from tolls and
revenues; they will bring an end to the
. ,
last vestige of colonialism which exists
in this country - a world leader in
wiping out colonialism which exists in
this country - a world leader in wiping
.piinnialisalL, - .new
. treaties has been supported by seveii
-presidents -lour Democrats-and three
Republicans; and the time has come for
this move - a move; expected of a
country as great as ours."
Attending the apcgion from Murray,
- in addition to this writer, were County- -
Attorney and District Judge - elect Sid
Easley and Gil Mathis, profesiOr of
econorates at Murray State University.
r
Treaty To Be Discussed Here
Ratification of the Panama Canal
Treaty will be the topic of discussion
tonight when two U. S. Department of
State officials visit Murray State
Uniyersity. *
. ,
Ambler HY MosS,. Jr., and Col.
Lawrence Jack/ey, who were both
inVolved in negotiating the agreement
between the United States and
-Panama-, will- be on band for an open
meeting at 7:30'p.m. in the auditorium
of Mason Hall (Nursing Building) .on
the campus.
Dr. Farouk Umar, chairman of the
Department of Political Science, said
the public Is Invited and encouraged to
attend the meeting to get information
( Continued From Page 1)
making sure we have Murray State football players
everYthing in -order for -the- gradtrate&-from -college than
new coach," Furgerson said. did football players at any
other public- institution in theFurgerson said - he did not
state. His former players areknow When a new coacqi would'
now successful in severalbe hired but since the high
school -grid .season is over professions, and many 
have
-he-
sisaid he hoped the move wouldntered the 
coaching ranks
where influence will becOme, as soon as posst-Iie so
the tough task of recruiting passed on • to yet 
another
generation of athletes..can begin.
"It is with a deep sense-both
of appreciation and personal
regret that I have accepted his
request to resign as coach. We
are all pleased, however. that
Bill will remain at the
university. The university will
ftrirrediately begin- to accept
applicitions and nominations
for his successor. There is no
'heir ;apparent' and the
university will conduct a
comprehensive and ex-
peditious search to find the
- best-personto fill Bill-4 sheet.
"1 have asked Dr. Marshall
Gordon, our vice president for
university • services, to make
the necessary arrangements
for this search process."
- The rtirnors Of the personnel
change broke Thursday
morning and not only did they
circulate all over Murray but
they were spreading all over
western Kentucky. .
The Racers left Murray
Friday evening for Bowling
Green where they spent the
hole; -few-know and ean 'night then of`voursei -iltd'--tea"faintd -terback -at Murray High third once and fourth once in
School then went on to play at
about the treaty.
Moss; deputy assistant secretary of- •
state for congressional relations, was a
member of the negotiating team and a
special assistant to co-negotiator Sol M. '
Linowilt. An attorney, he -has 'also
served as vice consul in Barcelona,
Spain, and as an assistant to two am-
bassadors to the Organization of
American States - Linowitz -and
Ellsworth Bunker.
Jackley, the country director for
Panama at the pentagon, was involved
in the Panama Canal Treaty
negotiations as the special assistant to
the assistant secretary of defense for
international security affairs for the
Inter-American Region.
predate the impact Bill
Furgerson has had on our total
athletic program. He has
emphasized 'character' in the
recruitment of athletes and
'scholarship' among his
players. This year two of his
squad were narfted-to-'Who's
Who Among College Students,'
and two are presidential
scholars.
"A study by the Courier
Journal two years ago pointed
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_ 21,13...game. oxer Western
Kentucky Saturday.
Furgerson was contacted
Friday night at the motel by
the Murray Ledger & Times.
When asked to comment on
the rumors, Furgerson said:
"-'1--have no-comment, we are
here in Bowling Green to play
Western Kentucky and I have
nothing else to say."
Not only the fans were
aware of all the rumors but so
were the football players.
Several of the players said
that Furgerson was very
emotional in the locker room
just before the team came on
the field for the game. v...
There was much emotion
after the game had. ended as
Furgerson was heisted on the
shoulders of his players and
carried off the field for his
final farewell.
In an emotional scene just
before he entered the dressing
room, he was helped off the
field by his son, Wes, who
playedan instrumental part in
the win over the HIlltoppers
witli some unbelievable
punting- wriSciv kept WRIT- lit
poor field position the entire
day.
Several of the coaches who
had worked with Furgerson
were also viably upset and
mere as
-the truth of --the rumors,
though no announcement -
came after the game.
A large contingent Of fans
and reporters wafted outside
the dreseing room where the
dciors were kept closed for
about 10 minutes. The players
said Furgerson made no
announcements as far as the
coaching change was con-
cerned. Twice, he was in-
terrupted by applause.
- Several players, o
walked from
eyes, did not even shower
after the game.
None of the reporters
seemed over-eager to in-
terview Furgerson. The bulk
if the questions came from
two of a large group of
reporters and the stress of the
3ccasion- even showed on the
reporters.
Finallyl- when all questions
about the game had seemingly
been asked, Furgerson was
asked by the Murray Ledger &
Times to comment on the
rumors.
"I have nothing to say,"
Furgerson said.
At that, most of the_group of
reporters left then Purgerson
began- milling about the
dressing fitcllitY, receiving
hugs and embraces from his
Players.
Several-long-time friends of
Furgerson then entered into
the scene and exchanged brief
,cnmments, mein the Racer
coach embracing each. one
and displaying an unusual
&mount of emotion.
All of the players were
despondent as they left tht,
room. None-of thein wanted to
talk about the closed-door
meeting.
One of the reasons
Furgerson has been so
popular in Murray, besides
the success he had as a coach,
is simply the fact he is a native
of the town.
Furgerson was a guar-
MSU for three years. He
played on OVC Championship
teams in 1948 and 1950. The
1948 team, went 9-1-1 and
played to_a 21-21 tie with Sul
Ross in the Tangerine Bowl,
the first and last bowl ap-
pearance for the 'Racers'.
Furgerson reeeived his BS
degree in 1951 from Murray
State and was an assistant at
Lexington Lafayette and
Murphysboro, Ill., until' he
returned to Murray State has
the head track coach and an
assistant football coach in
1956.
His first track team ished
last in the OVC but the next
year, they won the league title
far-the first--of MX straight
years. Dining that time,
Fuegerson's track teams won
24 consecutive dual meets and
in 1962 and '63, his Racer cross
country team won the OVC
Championship.'
Furgerson'a clebut4is a head
coach came M 1967 and his
team Jost 16-9 to Martin. That
season, theRace;posted a 4-
6-0 record. But following
year, the Racers were 7-2-1.
His beat -season came in
1974, the second year in Roy
Stewart Stadium. His team
finished 9-2. The first year in
the stadium, his team went 7-
3. In his five years since the
Racers have teen in Stewart
Stadiu, his teams have
compiled a 30-21-1 record and
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